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Abstract 

 

This study explores the economic crisis in the newspaper industry and its implications for 

the enduring needs citizens have from the media for effective participation in democracy 

in our changing media environment.  A conceptual framework orienting the place of 

newspapers at the heart of a vibrant public sphere provides a basis for arguing that having 

meaningful diversity in the marketplace of ideas today is directly tied to the preservation 

of a robust and diverse body of newspaper journalism organizations.  An empirical study 

assesses the prospects for maintaining a diverse system of newspaper journalism in the 

online media environment based on assessments of two forms diversity: source diversity 

and audience exposure diversity.  Findings in this study reveal that audience exposure 

diversity among the growing online newspaper readership is significantly lower than 

audience exposure diversity for newspapers in their traditional format.  Prospects for a 

better networked public sphere for the democratic needs of citizens from the press will 

depend on identifying a viable economic model to support a system of journalism 

organizations within the new media environment that retains the adequate source 

diversity and the traditionally high standards for public affairs news quality that have 

long been characteristic of newspaper journalism. 
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I am persuaded myself that the good sense of the people will always be found to be the 

best army.  They may be led astray for a moment, but will soon correct themselves.  The 

people are the only censors of their governors; and even their errors will tend to keep 

these to the true principles of their institution.  To punish these errors too severely would 

be to suppress the only safeguard of the public liberty.  The way to prevent these 

irregular interpositions of the people is to give them full information of their affairs 

through the channels of the public papers and to contrive that those papers should 

penetrate the whole mass of the people.   The basis of our government being the opinion 

of the people, the very first object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to 

decide whether we should have a government without newspapers, or newspapers 

without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter. 

         

        - Thomas Jefferson, January 16, 1787  

 

1. Introduction 

 

 During the 2009 Congressional hearings on the economic crisis in the newspaper 

industry, the media law scholar Edwin C. Baker pointed to three major degrading effects 

this crisis is having on the production of newspaper journalism: 1) newspapers overall are 

producing less original journalism, 2) their scrutiny of public and private individuals and 

organizations has declined, and 3) the overall quality of their output has significantly 

suffered (US Congress, 2009).  Through these trying times for newspapers and, 

specifically, for the production of original professional journalism, audiences continue to 

receive public affairs information through a broad spectrum of commercial media outlets 

and networked media avenues online.  At the same time, however, empirical evidence 

and wide understanding among media scholars strongly suggests that all traditional 

broadcast and Web-based media sources continue to depend heavily on newspaper 

journalism as a primary source of original journalism (Downie & Kaiser, 2003; Jones, 

2009; Lowrey & Latta, 2008; Meraz, 2007; Merritt, 2005; Schudson, 2009; Wall, 2006).  

Based on this evidence that audiences need newspapers for information and 

communication with one another as much today as they ever have in the past then, it 
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seems clear that the degradation of newspapers that Baker describes has significant 

ecological implications for the quality of all of the information and cultural production 

that is disseminated and passed through the networks within the new media environment.   

 Challenging this perspective that audiences need commercial journalism as they 

once did, however, a relatively new paradigm for communication studies suggests that a 

―networked information economy‖ facilitated by the development of new communication 

technologies that have lowered the economic conditions for having a voice in the 

transformed media environment can be the fuel for the development of a better, more 

democratically useful media system than the one that existed before—that an enhanced 

―networked public sphere‖ is emerging (Benkler, 2006; Bruns, 2007; Gillmor, 2006; 

Rheingold, 2007).  In the face of such suggestions though, questions persist as to whether 

this new, networked information system can sufficiently produce the important 

information (watchdog and inform) and communication (voice and forum) functions of 

the press (Curran, 2005) without the same level of robustness and diversity in the 

newspaper industry that has long been a centerpiece to having a media system that 

optimally serves the public sphere (Habermas, 2006). 

 This paper adds to this ongoing conversation about the kind of media the public 

sphere needs—especially in our evolving media ecology—through an emphasis on two 

major points.  First, countering claims that Internet-based communication and the way 

people use it can lead to more representative democratic participation, I argue that such a 

premise must contend with the reality that the majority of public affairs media that 

audiences consume and pass around on the Internet continues to be predominantly 

produced by a relatively small number of large media enterprises (Baker, 2007; Hindman, 
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2007).  Secondly then, concern for these developments are based on the normative 

assumption that a diversity of sources—and actual audience exposure diversity—is 

essential to a fully robust public sphere in a pluralistic society (Napoli, 1999a).  

Ultimately, if the concentration of power among large media organizations that 

characterized the pre-Internet era becomes even greater online such that already powerful 

voices become more powerful still (Baker, 2007), it is questionable that the new media 

environment can develop in such a way that the democratic needs of citizens will be 

served as well or better than they have been before. 

  In the first part of this paper, I construct a theoretical framework outlining why 

newspaper journalism has enduring importance within this networked information 

economy.  The classic theory of the public sphere provides a basis for understanding the 

importance to democracy of having a media system which, at its foundation, has a body 

of diverse sources of original journalism that report the kind of substantive public affairs 

news that is necessary to enable rational deliberation about the most important issues 

facing the citizenry.  Further, the classic four functions of the press help in locating the 

position of newspaper journalism at the heart such a vibrant public sphere in which the 

information (watchdog and inform functions) and communication (voice and forum 

functions) needs of citizens can be collectively met.  Next, the fundamental dictums in 

the media ecology paradigm (Postman, 2000; Strate, 2008) call for normative 

considerations of what the decline of newspapers means within the context of the broader 

modern transformation of the whole media environment, a transformation whose full 

implications are unknown at this time.  I go on then to discuss the theoretical foundations 

of diversity theory, providing a scientific context for my argument that new media 
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formats and voices in the new media ecology do not compensate for declining diversity in 

the production of newspaper journalism.  Ultimately then, my conceptualization of media 

diversity suggests that an important factor in having normatively meaningful diversity in 

the new media ecology means having sustained diversity in the sources of newspaper 

journalism that online audiences consume regardless of the growth in the variety of new 

media formats and voices in the new media ecology. 

 In my review of the literature and other background information relevant to the 

economic crisis in the newspaper industry, I start with a discussion of the literature that 

supports my argument that the newspaper format (in offline and online forms) serves as 

the most crucial media format we have for performing the four functions of the press.  

The collective work of numerous mass communication scholars (Baker, 2009b; Curran, 

2005; Downie & Kaiser, 2003; Gormly & Carroll, 2004; Jones, 2009; Merrit, 2005; 

Meyer & Kim, 2003; McCombs & Shaw, 1972; McQuail, 1992; Messner and DiStaso, 

2008; Netanel, 2000; Randall, 2007; Reese & Danielian, 1989; Riddell, 2006; Schudson, 

2009) suggests further the enduring need for newspaper journalism in an undiluted form 

because it is heavily relied upon as a vital information and communication resource for 

information sources and participants across whole new media ecology, a reality which 

indicates that declines in newspaper readership are a misleading indicator of their actual 

importance to the new media ecology (Baker, 2009b). 

 Acknowledging the inherent down sides of the concentrated commercial media 

ownership structure (Bagdikian, 2004) and of speech hierarchy in general, I suggest that 

the enduring democratic needs for a system of checks and balances on wealthy and 

politically powerful institutions and officials in government and the private sector means 
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that a networked public sphere is not sufficient as a monitor of these forces without a 

robust and diverse commercial press system as its foundation (Netanel, 2000).  I review 

the ongoing debate surrounding the assertions of some scholars that the current and 

ongoing transformation of the media environment can and has affected changes to the 

structure of the media that could enhance the public sphere (Benkler, 2006; Bruns, 2007; 

Gil de Zúñiga, et al., 2009; Rheingold, 2007).  Stemming from my theoretical framework 

for the conceptual foundations of media diversity, then, I suggest that a consideration of 

what constitutes meaningful operational diversity in the marketplace of ideas means 

privileging as normatively important to the public sphere a diverse system of robust 

newspaper journalism organizations that will continue to provide the core public affairs 

forum in the new media ecology.  This conceptualization of what it means to have 

meaningful diversity in the new media environment thusly suggests a continuing need for 

diversity in the sources of newspaper journalism, an objective that is in part contingent on 

the relative audience exposure diversity of newspaper access on the Internet.  

 In an empirical study, I replicate a portion of a previous study (Hindman, 2007) 

which assessed online versus offline audience exposure diversity to newspapers over a 

month long period in 2005.  My findings show that audience exposure diversity to 

newspapers online is significantly lower than is audience exposure diversity for 

traditional newspapers, revealing that there has been no significant change in this gap 

between the concentration of online and offline audience exposure diversity to 

newspapers over the five year period from 2005 to 2010.  Expectations that newspapers 

will continue to struggle economically in the networked information economy, along with 

evidence of declining audience exposure diversity among the increasing online 
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newspaper readership, indicates a market for newspapers in the new media environment 

that is still in economic freefall.  Importantly, these developments have implications not 

merely for the preservation of the newspaper format but for the democratic needs of 

citizens who access news through any daily news sources including television, radio, and 

online sources that rely heavily on newspapers for original journalism. 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1 The public sphere 

 Much of the literature that is central to the ideas in this paper directly discusses our 

media environment in relation to how well it represents the conditions for a ―public 

sphere‖ that serves the needs that citizens have from the media for democratic 

participation (Baker, 2007; Benkler 2006; Bruns, 2007; Geiger, 2009; Gil de Zúñiga, et 

al. 2009; Gillmor, 2006; Netanel, 2000; Rheingold, 2007; Sunstein, 2006).  Further, there 

is a cross-disciplinary value of public sphere theory, developed primarily by Jürgen 

Habermas (1998), for informing research that seeks to understand the relationship 

between the state and civil society, the evolution and stability of democracy, and the 

influence of the mass media (Calhoun, 1992).   As such, it is important to briefly flesh out 

the essential components of public sphere theory. 

 Fraser (1990) describes the public sphere as a forum for enabling political 

participation through talk, writing that ―it is the space in which citizens deliberate about 

their common affairs, hence, an institutionalized arena of discursive interaction‖ (p. 287).  

Andersen (2006) emphasizes the place of the public sphere as an ―intermediary‖ (p. 219) 

that must be sufficiently separate from the private realm (individuals and companies 

operating in the private market) and the sphere of public authority (government officials 
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and entities) to serve as a check and balance on both.  Further, Habermas‘s notion of an 

―ideal speech situation‖ describes the pre-conditions for rational discourse that are 

necessary for a public sphere.  He explains what this means: 

Rational discourse is supposed to be public and inclusive, to grant equal 

communication rights for participants, to require sincerity and to diffuse 

any kind of force other than the forceless force of the better argument.  

This communicative structure is expected to create a deliberative space for 

the mobilization of the best available contributions for the most relevant 

topics (p. 940-941). 

Finally, Sunstein (2008) writes that deliberation in an ideal speech situation in the public 

sphere necessarily involves participants seeking the truth, lacking any strategic agenda, 

and adhering to a presumption of equality amongst all participants. 

2.2 The four functions of the press 

 Towards an evaluation of how well our new media environment is producing a 

vibrant and substantive public sphere, it is helpful to briefly review the classic four 

functions of the press that Curran (2005) presents as the essential elements for the media 

system‘s service to the needs of citizens from the press.  These four functions of the press 

include the need for the mass media to inform, scrutinize (watchdog), represent (give 

citizens a voice), and provide a forum for debating public affairs (ensuring that views are 

being heard).  The inform function involves the role of the media in providing a media 

system that contains the factual information that is necessary for citizens to take part in 

effective deliberation and in democratic participation.  Secondly, the watchdog function 

describes the role in which the media provides regular surveillance of individuals and 

groups in the private and public sector, seeking to protect the public from abuses of 

power that might otherwise be kept secret without the media‘s intervention.  Thirdly the 
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forum function involves the responsibility the media has in facilitating open public 

discussion and deliberation towards allowing for collectively deduced opinions.  Fourth, 

the voice function of the media embodies the idea that, instead of merely promoting a 

status quo or the interests of a few, the media should represent the knowledge and 

opinions of all individuals and interests as much as possible. 

 Importantly, for the media system to serve any one of the traditional four functions 

of the press effectively, each function must be strongly fulfilled, working in a sort of 

symbiotic fashion to collectively uphold citizens‘ information needs.  To the extent our 

collective media formats make up for the shortcomings of singular media formats by 

themselves in fulfilling these functions, the press‘s four important functions are served.  

But if one or more of these functions is weakly fulfilled, the four functions of the press 

model indicates that the whole of the media system falls short of fulfilling the free press 

function that first amendment theory suggests citizens need. 

 There are important parallels between the classic four functions of the press and 

public sphere theory which suggest that the theorized four functions of the press roughly 

describe a set of interworking components for the kind of media system that citizens in 

democracy need regardless of changes in the media landscape.  For one, the watchdog 

function of the press can be viewed as a parallel for the requirement that the public sphere 

must be situated as an autonomous intermediary between the private realm and the public 

authority.  Secondly, the information function describes a press system that is objective in 

its process (but not necessarily its outcome) towards the interests of providing the 

accurate, truthful information about public affairs that are a pre-requisite for rational 

discourse in the public sphere.  Third, the forum function, which can also be connected to 
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the agenda setting function, involves the comparable public sphere need that 

communication requires a common, institutionalized deliberative space for deliberation.  

And finally, the voice function can be linked to the public sphere requirement that the 

press should promote an ideal of representing the communication rights of all citizens as 

much as possible. 

2.3 The networked public sphere as a transformed media ecology 

 In Benkler‘s (2006) nomenclature, the transformation of the media environment 

through Internet technology and how audiences are using it can be understood through a 

shift from a ―mass-media dominated public sphere‖ to a ―networked public sphere.‖  

Instead of the pre-Internet public sphere comprised almost exclusively of top-down, one 

way information flow from commercial media outlets, Benkler (2006) suggests that 

developments away from the previous ―industrial information economy‖ toward a new 

―networked information economy‖ that is driven by the collective efforts of millions of 

interconnected users online has had the effect of decentralizing the means of production 

of media.  In the new networked public sphere then, traditional media has become 

somewhat depleted economically and thus, the power of commercial media to dictate the 

conditions for participating in the public sphere has diminished.  In the meantime, 

Benkler (2006) suggests that online ―commons-based peer production‖ has enabled a 

more egalitarian distribution of voices in the media environment and that ―the watchdog 

function too is being peer produced in the networked information economy‖ (p. 265). 

 While Benkler describes this transformation as creating the conditions necessary for 

a media system that has the potential to better serve the needs of citizens for democratic 

participation, the media ecology paradigm developed by Neil Postman (2000)—inspired 
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by the work of Marshall McLuhan (1962)—suggests that  the transformation that comes 

with the introduction of a major new communication technology like the Internet should 

be approached with caution about the potential ecological and unintended consequences 

of these changes.   Postman said that in developing this approach to understanding media 

―we were not simply interested in media, but in the ways in which the interaction 

between media and human beings give a culture its character and, one might say, help a 

culture to maintain symbolic balance‖ (p. 11).   

 For his part, McLuhan—whose work is commonly mischaracterized as utopian 

about the impact of communication technology (see Strate, 2008)—was instrumental in 

emphasizing the often ignored importance of the unique traits of communication 

mediums and changes to the media and culture that tend to ensue from the introduction of 

new communication technologies (Strate, 2008).  Postman added to this emphasis on the 

importance of understanding the mediums people use to access media messages an 

interest in ‗understanding how and if our media ecology was making us better or worse‖ 

(p. 11).  He conceived the term ―media ecology‖ as a biological metaphor then with a 

normative objective to understand the interdependent interactions within our media 

environment and culture ―with a special emphasis on how such interactions lead to a 

balanced and healthful environment‖ (p. 11). 

 There are two points of emphasis in the media ecology paradigm then that are 

particularly important for this paper: 1) First, our media environment can be viewed as an 

interdependent system of communication technologies, messages, and audiences in which 

the individual parts are not fully understood without the context of understanding 

developments across the spectrum.  This emphasis on the interactions between media and 
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culture is important for understanding that the introduction of an extraordinary new 

communication technology such as the Internet brings about a systemic, multivariate 

impact on what existed before.   2) Secondly, the media ecology paradigm posits that the 

study of media should involve normative assessments about new cultural developments 

through periods of transformation in the media environment.  

2.4 Normatively meaningful diversity in the media ecology 

 Beginning in particular earnest in the 1990s, the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) began using the longstanding diversity principle as the primary basis 

for efforts to find quantifiable metrics for gauging how well the media is performing its 

public interest role.  Indeed, numerous scholars agree that the concept of diversity—in 

various operational forms—is a particularly important concept for assessing how well the 

media can serve the democratic needs of citizens (see McQuail, 1992; Van Cuilenberg, 

1999; Barron, 1999; Napoli, 1999a; McDonald & Dimmick, 2003; Baker, 2007, and 

Baker, 2009). With the disruption of the industrial information economy and 

transformation of the media ecology through the development of the Internet, however, 

significant questions have arisen as to how the concept of diversity should apply to 

understanding how well our transforming media system as a whole is serving the 

democratic needs of citizens.  In a somewhat early assessment of the Internet‘s impact on 

the media ecology, for instance, Compaine argued that ―blurring media boundaries have 

made the conventional industry classifications decreasingly relevant for public and 

private policymakers‖ (p. 541).  For Compaine, every additional new media outlet online 

potentially provided a net gain for the diversity in the media.  For his part though, Baker 

(2007) suggests that no changes in the new media environment can substitute for the 
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continued need that exists for diversity in the commercial press.  And yet Benkler‘s 

(2006) perspective essentially challenges this idea that diversity within separate media 

markets is critical.  Instead, he offers a compelling suggestion that, within the 

transformed new media ecology, the decentralization of economic power through new 

communication technologies and the knowledge-sharing efforts of billions of 

electronically interconnected users online has enabled the conditions necessary for an 

enhanced networked public sphere.  To get closer to understanding the conflicting views 

represented by Baker‘s and Benkler‘s arguments and toward justifying potential 

government intervention into the media market, it is useful to review the conceptual 

foundations of diversity as a scientific theory. 

2.5 Conceptualizing diversity 

 Perhaps the most basic consideration for conceptualizing diversity, according to 

Voakes, Kapfer, Kurpius, and Chern (1996), is found in the dictionary definition that 

describes diversity as simply ―the condition of having differences.‖  This definition, 

generally reflective of popular notions of what diversity means, however, falls well short 

of how scholars must assess what is a much more complex concept.  For research 

purposes, McDonald and Dimmick (2003) offer a comprehensive overview of the 

diversity concept which provides an outline of the general considerations that should be 

made when seeking valid operational measures of diversity in the many sciences for 

which the concept is important.  Noting that the concept has pertinence to a wide array of 

fields including, geography, urban planning, psychology, linguistics, sociology, 

economics, ecology, and finally, mass communication—the focus of their research—

McDonald and Dimmick identify broad scientific considerations that are applicable 
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across these disciplines.  They then go on to point more specifically to precise 

conceptualizations of diversity for the mass media and the ―differential sensitivity‖ 

considerations that are important for explicating diversity towards a conceptualization 

that is attentive to considerations of ecological validity. 

 McDonald and Dimmick‘s conceptualization of diversity starts with Teachman's 

(1980) notion of the concept, which suggests that diversity is generally measured within 

some population along a continuum from homogeneity (least diverse) to heterogeneity.  

As Junge (1994) also notes, ―purely lexically, the antonym of diverse is identical,‖ (p. 17) 

suggesting that things that are not diverse are either all alike or at least highly similar.  

McDonald and Dimmick also note that the converse of diversity is concentration, the 

term often used in media economics to describe markets that are similar across a small 

number of organizations (see Bagdikian, 2004) and in studies about trends in audience 

exposure (see Hindman, 2007). 

 McDonald and Dimmick's conceptualization of diversity follows directly from 

Junge's (1994) notion of diversity as a two-dimensional concept.  For Junge, ―the 

complete or dual-concept type of a diversity index reflects both the number of classes and 

the degree of evenness of the apportionment‖ (p. 16).  Or, as McDonald and Dimmick 

explain, 

Dual-concept diversity, by incorporating two dimensions (the number of 

classes and the distribution of the elements across the classes), provides an 

index of how evenly distributed the categories are.  Dual concept diversity 

thus indexes the core meaning of diversity more clearly than a single-

concept measure (p. 64). 

 So what exactly is dual-concept diversity?  To better understand what dual-concept 

diversity is it is first useful to better understand what a single-concept notion of diversity 

might look like and why such a conceptualization of diversity is fundamentally flawed.  
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This is most clearly indicated through a comparison of two separate distributions that 

have the same number of categories but a different number of elements within these 

categories.  Although such distributions have different levels of diversity using an 

appropriate dual-concept notion of diversity, a single-concept measurement of diversity 

would fallaciously reveal equal diversity between these distributions.  For example, one 

might seek to assess diversity among two separate populations of people with five ethnic 

classifications each.  Using a single-concept diversity measure, these distributions would 

be viewed as equally diverse even if one group were to have just 1 member of 4 

ethnicities each and 16 members of one ethnicity while the other has perfect equality with 

4 members of each ethnic classification.  Figure 1a shows McDonald and Dimmick's 

graphic illustration of such a hypothetical pair of distributions in which single-concept 

diversity would be counted as equal but where a dual-concept diversity measure reveals 

significant differences between the distributions and thus, markedly different levels of 

meaningful diversity.   

 Figure 1b illustrates a second comparison which demonstrates the problem of using 

a single-concept notion of diversity to find diversity among this hypothetical population 

by merely counting the number of elements (people) within categories (ethnicities).  In 

this example, whereas the largest categories in each distribution are of equal size, the two 

distributions are clearly much different in terms of actual overall diversity.  Using the 

hypothetical example, this is a distribution in which one distribution contains 10people 

from one ethnicity and 10 people from another ethnicity while the other distribution 

included 10 people from one ethnicity, 4 from another, and 2 each from three other 

ethnicities.  Nevertheless, a single concept notion of diversity which accounts for only the 
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number of elements within categories and not also the number of categories would result 

in these clearly different distributions revealing equal levels of diversity. 

 As Glasser (1984) and numerous other scholars have agreed, a single-concept 

notion of diversity more precisely measures what we commonly think of as ―variety,‖ 

which is related to diversity and yet different in ways that are critical to the issue of 

measurement validity.  Referring to this single-concept notion of ―diversity‖ that is really 

just variety without accounting for the distribution of elements, Junge writes that ―if this 
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were all that it takes to describe diversity, measurement of diversity would be reduced to 

counting and be relatively unproblematical‖ (p. 17) and yet wrought with conceptual 

flaws.   As McDonald and Dimmick have put it, ―conceptualizations that consider only 

the first dimension (the number of categories) neglect the overall idea of diversity‖ (p. 

64).   

 

3. Research question 
 

 In the simplest of terms, the most basic assumption in this paper is that diversity 

remains a critical concept for evaluating how well our media system is serving the public 

interest.  But how should measures of media diversity be conceptualized and 

operationalized given recent and ongoing changes in the new media ecology that have 

lead to a growth in the number of sources and voices represented in the networked online 

media environment?  It is clear that the convergence of all previously known media 

formats plus many new ones into a new digital media environment has enabled a 

substantial increase in the variety of information and sources available on the Internet.  

But what is far from clear and, conceptually speaking, what matters much more for 

democracy than merely having many voices though is what this decentralization and 

redistribution of voices in the networked information economy means for the interests of 

having true and meaningful diversity in the media environment.   Towards identifying 

what constitutes meaningful diversity in the transformed media environment, I suggest 

the importance of three premises which will be further addressed in the literature review 

below. 

 First, because different media formats such as newspapers, television news 
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programs, and blogs are functionally and normatively distinct components in the public 

affairs media environment, diversity in the media environment should not be 

conceptualized on a single dimension as if all media accessible online are part of a single, 

undifferentiated set of voices in the media environment (Baker, 2007). Specifically, the 

emergence of new media formats and speakers in some realm of the broad media 

environment should not be viewed as affecting a meaningful increase in net diversity in 

the media.  Secondly, normative considerations are required to determine the relative 

importance of having diversity within specific media markets.  Specifically for this study, 

while one can offer compelling normative and evidence-based claims for the importance 

of having a high level of diversity in the newspaper industry, diversity in another market 

such as the film industry (while certainly a relatively important cultural industry) is less 

normatively important because movies, generally speaking, do not have the same ―core 

function of enhancing democracy (Entman, 2010) that newspapers are theorized to have. 

A third consideration for what constitutes meaningful media diversity is that meaningful 

diversity within distinct media markets must account for two dimensions of media 

diversity.  For the empirical study in this paper, the first dimension of the relevant form 

of diversity is the number of distinct sources of newspaper within the particular market.  

The second dimension is the audience exposure levels for each of the different newspaper 

sources within the particular market.  This dual-dimension diversity kind of diversity will 

be referred to as audience exposure diversity (Napoli, 1999a). 

 Evaluating audience exposure diversity trends in the online media environment 

compared to audience exposure distributions for traditional media is useful towards better 

understanding whether or not the Internet facilitates audiences towards exposure to at 
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least an equal, if not greater diversity of voices.  That is, an ideal or improved democratic 

distribution of audiences for digital media would reveal a preservation of roughly the 

same or even more diversity of audience exposure to online media as compared to 

exposure diversity to offline media.  From an economic standpoint, such comparisons are 

also relevant to our expectations for the fate of newspapers in the new media 

environment—particularly the fate of our interests in having robust newspapers and 

diversity in newspaper ownership structure.  Specifically, the preservation of diversity in 

the sources of media in the online media environment that possess the essential 

characteristics of newspaper journalism depends to a great degree on the level of 

exposure diversity to online newspapers that is the same or better than it was for offline 

newspapers.  Thusly, the relative difference between the diversity of audience exposure 

to offline newspapers today versus online newspapers is an important indicator of our 

expectations for two important democratic interests. First, continued high levels of 

audience exposure diversity to online newspapers is theoretically and normatively 

important to maintaining meaningful diversity in the marketplace of ideas.  And 

secondly, changes in exposure diversity are also economically relevant to our 

expectations for maintaining diversity in newspaper journalism in the future.  Thus, 

although the conventional wisdom is that the Internet facilitates a decentralized and 

highly diverse media environment, the possibility that the reverse is true—that the 

concentration of audience readership for online newspapers may be higher than the 

readership concentration for offline newspapers—points to the research question driving 

the empirical study in this paper: 
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3. Research Question: 

Is the level of audience exposure diversity for online newspapers 

greater than the level of audience exposure diversity for offline 

newspapers? 

 

4. Literature Review 

4.1 The indispensible characteristics of newspaper journalism 

In an evolving, interconnected media environment, it is not possible to cleanly 

distinguish the different ways that different mainstream news organizations on TV, and in 

radio, magazines, and newspapers contribute to the democratic function of the media.  

Likewise, the overlapping nature of mainstream news and peer-produced online media 

output on the Internet means that commercial media and commons-based peer production 

cannot be said to play completely separate roles.  Different types of content in 

newspapers, television, and blogs for instance, can be said to individually and 

collectively serve to some extent the watchdog, information, voice, and forum, and voice 

functions of the press. 

However, as Baker (2009b) and others have noted, the unparalleled workforce 

scale of traditional newspaper organizations is the most fundamental and important 

difference between the organizational structure of newspapers and all other sources of 

news and information.  As such, we can view this structural characteristic of newspapers 

as the most significant structural prerequisite that individual newspapers must have 

towards their fulfillment of the four functions of the press up to the high standards for 

quality that have long made newspapers the most important media format to the media 

ecology.   The first three of these four functions of the press help explain the exceptional 

nature of the process (watchdog), output (information), and impact (forum, which I 
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connect to agenda setting) of newspaper journalism as compared to other media formats.  

And as I‘ll write later, the ability of our media environment to continue to deliver these 

three press functions further depends on sustaining a sufficiently egalitarian voice 

function in newspapers, operationalized by the preservation of structural diversity in the 

newspaper journalism industry.  Finally, as I explain at the end of this section, there is an 

interdependence between each of these four functions of the press such that the strong 

fulfillment of each of these four functions is somewhat dependent upon each of the other 

functions being strongly fulfilled. 

A. The organizational structure of individual newspapers: Workforce scale 

 The first and most pivotal characteristic of newspaper journalism that makes it the 

most important components of the press‘s vital functional role in the public sphere is the 

large workforce scale of newspaper organizations.  According to Gormly and Carroll 

(2004), newspapers generally have much larger news staffs than do other organizations 

that conduct journalism.  For example, they write that a local market in which a television 

news station employs less than 40 professional reporters, anchors, producers, and writers, 

will typically have a newspaper that employs more than 200 reporters and editors.  And 

radio staffs are even smaller.  The substantially larger organizational scale of newspapers 

over the typical production staffs for all other media formats translates to a much greater 

capacity than any other type of professional news organization for having reporters 

present to collectively gather, vet, edit, write, and follow up on the public affairs news 

they report.   

 Riddell (2006) notes the following about the cooperative aspect of newspaper 

journalism which further explains the importance of the large workforce scale of 
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newspapers: 

Journalism is essentially a collective activity carried out by 

individualists….  Newspapers consist of groups of reporters and news 

executives who gather and analyze information.  Contrary to popular 

impressions, journalism is a disciplined activity, which should require 

checking and testing of stories.  The group aspect is crucial‖ (p. 71). 

Compared to blogs, too, and other forms of online communication in which the writing is 

more often than not commentary by a small number of individuals in different geographic 

locations writing about things that rely to some extent on information learned through 

original newspaper journalism, the importance of this organizational scale at newspapers 

operating within a networked public sphere becomes all the more clear. 

 Meyer and Kim (2003) and Baker (2009b) have each referred to a kind of folklore 

that newspapers have traditionally been known to operate at their optimal level of quality 

with approximately one journalist per 1000 individual readers.  Meyer and Kim sought to 

test this conventional wisdom by measuring the effect of workforce scale at newspapers 

on their quality by testing the effect of increases and declines in workforce scale on 

circulation.  They found that in 1995 the mean staffing rate at newspapers in the United 

States was 1.04 to 1000, a ratio which grew to 1.18 to 1000 in 2000.  In their evaluation 

of staffing rates and circulation across a large sample of newspapers, they found a 

correlation between higher staffing rates and higher circulation rates with the 1 in 1000 

ratio standing as a roughly accurate point at which newspapers were operating at their 

optimal level of quality.  Further, they found evidence that indeed, higher staffing rates 

had a positive causal relationship to increases in circulation rates over time.  Their 

findings suggest a clear relationship between robust funding sources for newspaper 

journalism and the ability of newspapers to produce the kind of high quality journalism 

that readers have traditionally expected from newspapers. 
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 Decreases in the cost of newspaper access for online audiences and declines in 

advertising revenues for newspapers have likely changed this approximately ideal 1 to 

1000 ratio at which newspapers are seen as having adequate funding for journalism that 

meets their traditional standards of quality.  That is, because advertising revenues based 

on per reader averages for newspapers have significantly declined (Jones, 2009), it seems 

logical that newspapers today would likely need to employ even more than 1 journalist 

per 1000 subscribers in order to maintain funding to sustain their previous quality 

standards.  Nevertheless, the value of this traditionally recognized 1 to 1000 ratio today is 

in its identification of an approximate funding level for individual newspapers at which 

they can truly provide the high quality of original journalism that has made newspaper 

journalism the vital, centrally important press format that it has historically been within 

the public sphere.   

 Whatever new forms journalism takes in the evolving media environment, the 

evidence that newspapers with high funding levels provide a demonstrably higher quality 

of journalism than all other media formats is a clear indicator of the importance of 

continuing to have an original journalism industry comprised of journalism organizations 

that retain the large workforce scale of traditional newspapers.  The large workforce scale 

of the organizations that are most centrally relied upon for original journalism is the 

critical element for understanding why robust newspaper organizations are uniquely 

equipped to carry out the watchdog, forum, and inform, a voice functions of the press.  

Theoretical evidence suggests that these functions of optimally staffed newspapers are 

not sufficiently reproduced by new public affairs contributors in the evolving online 

media environment.  Thus, assuming that actions are not taken to sustain the newspaper 
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journalism industry in a robust form, these characteristics describe the most vital 

properties of our press system that are being lost in the transformation of the media 

through the development of the Internet. 

B. The watchdog function 

 Alex S. Jones (2009), a longtime newspaper journalist and media authority, asserts 

that newspaper journalism provides what he calls the ―iron core‖ of accountability 

journalism upon which all media forms heavily rely for information about important 

public affairs.  He says that the importance of newspaper journalism can be understood 

through a series of stages in the journalistic process which include bearing witness to 

events, following up, explanatory journalism, and investigative reporting.  We can 

categorize these stages as an explanation of the unique strengths in the process of finding 

out information towards their construction of the watchdog function of journalism. 

 The role of bearing witness to events, Jones writes, makes newspaper journalism ―a 

reliable surrogate for the public‖ (p. 4).  That is, newspaper journalists strive to 

objectively approach their process of gathering information about important public affairs 

in such a way that newspapers contain relatively unfiltered, factual information about 

important public affairs that citizenswould be otherwise unable to learn on their own.  

This includes the firsthand coverage that newspaper journalism might provide of things 

like wars, major storms, terrorist attacks or, for that matter, minor political events such as 

school board meetings.  An important complement to this bearing witness role, Jones 

writes, is that well-funded newspaper journalism involves following up on these events.  

Oftentimes bearing witness is not enough and following up refers to the additional effort 

involved in staying with a story over time to provide more context than mere bearing 
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witness allows.  This level of journalistic practice by newspaper journalists produces 

highly informed knowledge about these subjects just as it further advances the knowledge 

and expertise of journalists to tell well-rounded stories about these events.  Going further 

still, Jones says that newspaper journalists conduct explanatory journalism, which he 

describes as a more advanced form of following up which requires even more time 

―speaking to sources, unearthing data, gathering facts, and mastering complexity‖ (p. 5).  

Finally, there is the kind of journalism that Jones calls investigative reporting which he 

says involves the high level of expertise and acquired knowledge gained through these 

other stages in journalistic practice along with the challenge of uncovering information 

amidst efforts by some private and governmental organizations and officials to keep it 

secret.   

 As described here, these stages in the news gathering process by newspaper 

journalists reveal the particular importance of their original brand of journalism toward 

finding out information that would be unlikely to otherwise be uncovered by other kinds 

of media organizations—not by television news organizations, not by blogs, not by radio 

news reporters, not through commons-based peer production.  Recognition of this speaks 

to the importance of this newspaper journalism for the depth of coverage allowed in the 

written medium, for the expertise required and gained through the fact-finding and 

checking process, and for the explanatory objective which generally overrides the 

temptation towards interpretation.  These qualities also illustrate why the process of 

information finding and reporting of newspaper journalism—even if production costs are 

somewhat lowered through new technology—is expensive and why original watchdog 

journalism requires substantial funds that are being lost as newspapers struggle.  
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Considering the significant losses in the journalistic workforce scale of newspapers, then, 

the strength of this iron core of our public affairs watchdogs is weakening. 

C. The informational role of newspapers 

 Curran (2005) writes that ―the media‘s watchdog role is of course merely one 

aspect of their wider informational role‖ (p. 130).  Further, McQuail (1992) adds that 

―factualness, accuracy and completeness are the three most essential aspects of 

information quality in news‖ (p. 205).  Indeed, the importance to the public sphere of the 

watchdog function of newspaper journalism is ultimately realized in the quality of the 

information output that is the product of all of the steps in the process of information 

gathering and editing by newspaper journalists.   

 The popular notion that journalism uncovers and reports the truth must be qualified,  

however.  In making his case for why newspapers continue to be vital to the public 

sphere, for example, Jones (2009) emphasizes that such an argument is based on an 

acknowledgement that newspaper journalism—like all other informational forms—does 

not always get the story accurately and completely.   Goldstein (2007) takes this point 

further, emphasizing the tendency of professional journalist at times towards erroneous 

claims, incompleteness, the flawed use of sources, and the selection of topics and 

presentation of arguments based on an inherently imperfect human judgments.  He points 

to comments made by 1979 Pulitzer Prize winning journalist David Broder as aptly 

describing the limitations of journalists to produce truth.  Broder (2000) said: 

The process of selecting what the reader reads involves not just objective 

facts but subjective judgments, personal values, and yes, prejudices.  

Instead of promising ―All the News That‘s Fit to Print,‖ I would like to see 

us say—over and over until the point has been made—that the newspaper 

that drops on your doorstep is a partial, hasty, incomplete, inevitably 
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somewhat flawed and inaccurate rendering of some of the things we have 

heard about in the past twenty-four hours (p. 14). 

But Broder‘s larger point comes through in the following comments:  ―If we labeled the 

product accurately, then we could immediately add, ‗but it‘s the best we could do under 

the circumstances, and we will be back tomorrow, with a corrected and updated version‘‖ 

(p. 14).  Broder sums up well why the inherent flaws in newspaper journalism should not 

obscure us from their value.  That is, while the inevitable factual and judgment errors 

most certainly do occur, newspaper journalists are nevertheless depended upon by 

citizens to follow stories and learn the facts over the long term even if the earliest 

coverage of current events is always to some extent an incomplete or otherwise imperfect 

presentation of the public affairs that public needs to know.  Indeed, while no collection 

of reports about events, issues, and people that are important to the public can be 

completely accurate, we might view newspaper journalism as simply the source that gets 

as close as is possible to accurately covering all of the most important public affairs.  The 

organizational structure of newspapers—most distinctly characterized by their large-scale 

journalistic workforce—is better equipped than all other media formats and structures for 

serving this important function to inform the public for deliberation that public sphere 

theory suggests is necessary for rational debate in the public sphere. 

 Longtime journalist Davis Merritt (2005) has outlined a set of distinctions he has 

observed between the qualities inherent in the output of newspaper journalism—the 

actual content of newspapers—and of all other forms of news content that might be 

considered news, writing: 

1. What is newspaper journalism if not simply journalism that is in a 

newspaper?  It‘s much more, and these are the characteristics 

separating it from all other kinds of journalism and pseudojournalism: 
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2. Its content is not shaped by a limiting technology, such as broadcast 

with its time strictures and, in television and online, bias toward the 

visual and against permanence. 

3. Its usefulness is based far more on completeness and clarity than 

immediacy 

4. Its claim on credibility is based on its length and depth, which allow 

readers to judge the facts behind a story‘s headline and opening 

summary paragraph and then look for internal contradictions. 

5. It has intrinsic value and relevance to people rather than merely 

amusing or entertaining them. 

6. Opinions and analysis are labeled as such and are presented separately. 

(p. 1-2). 

Merritt‘s list establishes why newspaper journalism is recognized as a foundation of 

public affairs information from which all other sources dealing in public affairs 

information follow.  Points 1 and 3 from Merritt‘s list in particular establish a clear set of 

distinctions which highlight the unique characteristics of newspaper content that indicate 

why television and radio are insufficient news sources without the greater context and 

complexity of coverage that the newspaper format provides.  Points 2, 4, and 5 further 

distinguish newspaper content from much television and radio content, as well as from 

the content that is generally produced by commons-based peer production and different 

forms of pseudo-journalism on the Internet.  One can also add to Merritt‘s list that 

newspapers differ from news magazines most clearly in their ongoing, daily coverage of 

daily and sometimes even hourly events in their online formats. 

D. Agenda setting and the forum function of the press 

 The agenda-setting function of the press developed by McCombs and Shaw (1972) 

suggests an additional reason why the commercial press, especially newspapers in their 

classically recognized robust form, continues to be vital to the public sphere.  The agenda 
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setting function asserts that the mass media plays a highly influential role over time in 

determining the public affairs issues of greatest importance for policymakers and the 

public to be aware of at any time.  This first level of agenda setting involves the objects 

of attention that professional journalists collectively identify as the most important for 

society to be informed about at any particular time.  The agenda setting function is also 

relevant on a second level beyond choosing which attributes of these issues are important 

for the public to think about in that the press also helps to present the basic facts and 

differing viewpoints regarding how these issues are understood and emphasized within 

the public sphere.   

 McCombs discusses the collective aspect of agenda setting which explains how the 

agenda of issues discussed across mainstream media sources tends to be relatively 

homogenous, writing that journalists regularly look across the commercial news spectrum 

for cues about what is generally accepted as news at any particular time.  That is, the 

agenda for what people think about and how they comprehend the attributes of the issues 

that citizens learn from the press has long had its roots in ―the daily interactions among 

news organizations, and the continuous interactions of news organizations with numerous 

sources and their agendas, especially including policymakers and their government‖ (p. 

164). Most importantly for this paper, McCombs notes that there has long been evidence 

that newspapers have greater agenda setting effects than television.    Reese and 

Danielian (1989) have also identified a relatively strong intermedia agenda-setting effect 

of newspapers on television coverage.  Indeed, these scholars note that it is most directly 

through original newspaper journalism where agenda setting finds its origins. 

 Netanel (2000) argues that along with the fundamental watchdog function of the 
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press, the commercial media‘s agenda setting function fulfills a clear need in an evolving 

media environment for connectedness to a basic set of issues of public interest from 

―trusted intermediaries‖ (p. 1922) at a time when Internet users are more easily able to 

self-select the sources and the information to which they are exposed.  Without strong, 

reliable intermediaries, he writes, citizens would have difficulties, for one, in knowing 

what information to trust but also in recognizing the core set of issues that are particularly 

important for society to confront.  In the context of the kind of media system that the 

Habermasian public sphere requires, Netanel writes that in this agenda setting role the 

commercial media provide a central forum which is more capable than the many 

specialized media formats can be for enabling public discourse ―across the political and 

cultural spectrum‖ (p. 1920).  While he acknowledges that online ―decentralized fora 

devoted to individuals' particular views and concerns are highly significant, laudable 

components of our system of free expression‖ (p. 1920), he argues that such fora are 

insufficient unless we have ―robust debate among contrary views‖ (p. 1921).  A strong 

commercial press system capable of doing the journalism necessary to maintain a 

traditional agenda setting capacity that remains connected to the important public affairs 

issues is important, then, Netanel suggests, because it ―both delimits a range of passable 

opinion and actively contributes to shaping a rough consensus regarding what are the 

important public issues that need to be addressed‖ (p. 1921). 

 Messner and DiStaso (2008) point to evidence that weblogs can also have agenda 

setting effects on the traditional press, an indication of the growing acknowledgement by 

commercial media players of the participatory nature of the news in the expanding and 

evolving online media environment.  Similarly, Woodly (2008) writes that it is 
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increasingly common for traditional media sources to cite blogs and, as such, blogs do 

have an impact on ―the process of agenda, elite opinion formation and even strategies of 

political mobilization. In addition, blogs may alter the options for and the experience of 

the political participation of some citizens‖ (p. 110).  Importantly though, this evidence 

suggests only that blogs are sometimes used as sources of information by newspaper 

journalists, not that blogs have the kind of agenda setting effects on the public that are 

constructive of rational public discourse.  Indeed, Messner and DiStaso (2008) note that 

traditional media still have much greater agenda setting effects on blogs than the other 

way around. 

E. The voice function of the press 

 Briefly, for the press to fulfill its voice function it must strive to represent the 

knowledge and opinions of all members of the public to the greatest extent possible.  One 

of the primary features of the Internet is that it does enable a much greater number of 

people to have a voice in the media environment.  However, the value of this expanded 

representation of voices on the Internet is somewhat dubious given that the fragmentation 

of these voices online and the sustained power of large media enterprises make it difficult 

for new voices to be heard.  In the context of the four functions of the press, while the 

Internet serves the voice function strongly, it fails to serve the important forum function 

of the press that is needed to complement the voice function.  Lacking such a forum for 

voices online to be heard, the potential of the Internet to better represent citizens in the 

public sphere can best be realized through a foundation of a media system that provides a 

strong forum function, not to mention a system of media that performs the other functions 

of the press on which the Internet falls short.  As I‘ve written above, newspapers in a 
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robust and diverse form fulfill the watchdog, inform, and forum functions of the press at 

a level that is not accomplished through other forms of media production.  But for each of 

these three functions of the newspaper press to be adequately fulfilled, so too must 

newspapers fulfill a strong voice function.  Thus, for newspapers to fulfill each of these 

the first three functions of the press it is important to sustain diversity in the sources of 

original professional newspaper journalism. 

F. Newspapers as the heart of a democratic press system 

 According to the four functions of the press model, in order for each function to be 

meaningfully served in our media system, all four functions must be strongly upheld by 

our daily media sources.  Because newspapers, radio and TV stations, and Web-based 

media formats are all part of an interwoven media ecology in which the boundaries 

between their contributions to the press have become increasingly blurred, a distinction 

between the role of newspapers and the role of other news sources towards fulfilling 

these four functions of the press is somewhat artificial.  Still, the four functions of the 

press model provides a basis for evaluating the contributions of the different media 

formats that collectively contribute to our media system.  Such an evaluation can help 

make salient why newspapers are ultimately so centrally important to a press system that 

can strongly perform each function. 

 As broadcast technologies, radio and television news programming have a critical 

role in the forum function of the press through their unparalleled capacity to reach large 

audiences.  In this sense, these broadcast formats can be understood as especially useful 

particularly for providing the forum on which the agenda setting function of the press can 

be effectively enacted.  Similarly, perhaps the most significant characteristic of the World 
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Wide Web which explains its impact on the media environment is that it enables far more 

individuals and organizations than ever before to have a voice in the media environment.  

As such, the World Wide Web performs the voice function of the press particularly 

strongly.  In addition, as the various triumphs of the blogosphere and of other online 

media outlets such as Wikileaks make clear, citizen journalism can offer a new dynamic 

to the watchdog function of the press through the power of electronically connected 

people around the globe who can sometimes find out and report information that 

journalists could have never uncovered. 

 In spite of the strengths of these media formats in performing some of the four 

functions of the press, however, each format also falls well short of performing some of 

the other functions.  For instance, the relatively small workforce scale of television and 

radio news organizations and the relatively high costs required to merely air broadcasts 

means that not enough resources are available for these formats to perform an adequate, 

necessarily consistent watchdog function of the press.  Furthermore, as Merritt (2005) 

suggests in his discussion of newspapers, oral communication formats such as television 

and radio are inherently delimitative because of fixed time constraints which greatly 

restrict their capacity for depth in their coverage.  In this sense, broadcast media on their 

own also fail to adequately fulfill the important inform function of the press. 

 The World Wide Web similarly fails to sufficiently serve each of the four functions 

of the press—especially without a foundation of robust newspaper journalism.  Most 

problematically, while the Web clearly serves the voice function of the press better than 

any media other format ever could, the value of this strong voice function is questionable 

given the unlikelihood that most of the voices on the Web will actually be heard by any 
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significant number of citizens.  In this sense, as more and more people become 

electronically connected, the World Wide Web becomes more like the real world—a 

place where many people have a voice and a point of view but where very few are 

actually heard by the general public.  As such, while the Web serves the voice function of 

the press strongly, it is very weak in its performance of the forum function.  This 

shortcoming of the Internet as a common forum is true not only because the Internet is so 

fragmented though, but also because there is a tendency for the fragmented enclaves that 

populate the Internet to contain particularly polarized discourse (Sunstein, 2006). 

 The expectation underlying the inform function that citizens need a press system 

that serves as a trusted purveyor of information about important public affairs points to an 

additional, significant concern about the Internet‘s impact on the media environment.  On 

the one hand, many of the new media sources made available through Internet-based 

media are reliable sources of information.  However, the benefits of having a dramatic 

expansion in the number of sources of information available in the new media 

environment must be weighed against the fact that this expansion also means a much 

greater number of nonprofessional sources of unknown reliability.  This expansion of 

voices thusly places a greater burden on audiences to evaluate the accuracy and 

verifiability of much of the information available via Internet-based sources. 

 The large workforce scale of newspapers, along with their strong watchdog 

function and the characteristics of the written newspaper format that make it so 

conducive to depth and clarity, explain why newspapers are also easily the most vital 

daily media format for finding out information and informing citizens with relative 

completeness and accuracy about important public affairs.  In addition, while the impact 
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that broadcast media can have as wide-reaching communication formats means that they 

play a vital role in creating a large forum for news to be heard, the role of TV and radio 

in setting a rich and yet appropriately narrow agenda for the public to tend to can only be 

as strong as the quality of the watchdog and inform functions performed by the 

newspaper journalism that television and radio news programming heavily relies upon.   

 The processes of finding of information, verification, and reporting of information 

are unique human endeavors that are most efficiently fulfilled by the collective efforts of 

professional newspaper journalists working together in newsrooms and publishing daily 

written reports of their findings.  Other forms of news media such as television, radio, or 

blogs can produce very useful and important work for our information environment.  But 

evidence from the literature of how well various media formats individually perform the 

four functions of the press suggest that the kind of journalism that has long been done by 

newspaper journalists offers the most normatively vital form of media yet developed in 

our society for performing the four functions of the press.  Ultimately, public sphere 

theory suggests that in order for rational deliberation to occur in which people can come 

together to find agreeable solutions for problems, the whole of the media environment—

including television and radio news programming and online media—must stay anchored 

to a basic set of common facts about what the issues are that everyone can use for such 

deliberation.  The evidence from this assessment of the four functions of the press 

suggests that without a robust and diverse system of newspapers, the evolving media 

environment may become detached from the anchor that newspapers have long provided 

through their presentation of a carefully selected, gathered, edited, and written set of 

public affairs information for citizens to use for participation in democracy. 
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4.2 The newspaper crisis in the context of a transforming media ecology  

A. The nature of the threat to newspaper journalism 

 The August 2006 cover story for The Economist asked ―Who Killed the 

Newspaper?‖  While the potential for total extinction of newspapers is sometimes raised 

as a real possibility (see Meyer, 2009), this fear belies the true nature of the problem that 

society faces as newspapers fall further into decline.  After all, as Downie and Schudson 

(2009) note, major newspapers such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, or 

even the Minneapolis Star Tribune to name a few, will seemingly continue to stay in 

business in some form because of their value as established brands.  But the continued 

existence of some newspapers—each in diminished economic health—along with 

closings and cuts in journalistic staffs across the industry provides somewhat of an 

illusion of a system equipped to support the needs that citizens have from the media for 

informed participation in democracy.  The actual concern then for the interests of 

preserving what‘s so valuable about newspaper journalism is whether newspaper 

organizations like the New York Times or the Kansas City Star can continue to carry the 

standards for quality and credibility that have established them as valuable brands.  

Furthermore, concern for a robust commercial press system that serves the democratic 

needs of citizens need not necessarily be directed at the sustainability of most traditional 

newspaper brands.  But what is arguably necessary to preserve is the model for the 

newspaper journalism developed over centuries as a diverse collection of large-scale 

organizations that have traditionally been expected to perform the complex and vital tasks 

involved in optimally fulfilling the classic four functions of the press. 

 Berte and De Bens (2009) point to a multivariate set of changes through the 
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evolution of the Internet that have enabled the significant disruption of the classic 

newspaper advertising model in which advertising revenues have traditionally accounted 

for 80% of newspapers‘ funding (Congressional Research Service [CRS], 2009).  These 

changes include the capacity for new technologies to minimize the need for advertising 

intermediaries as well as the availability of free news content online regardless of 

whether or not newspaper companies provide their content for free.  Sites such as news 

aggregators, blogs, and social networking sites which enable access to at least some if not 

all of the content produced by newspaper journalism—the ―free riders‖ as Jones (2009) 

calls them—cut into the advertising profits that have traditionally gone to newspapers.  

As a result of these changes, Jones estimates that the advertising value of online 

newspaper readers today has become about one-tenth that of offline newspaper readers.  

Further, declines in offline newspaper readership have negatively impacted the 

advertising revenue for offline newspapers as well.   

 The most obvious effect of these economic challenges for newspapers is the closing 

of several newspapers in recent years (see McChesney & Nichols, 2010; see also 

www.newspaperdeathwatch.com) along with decisions by newspaper owners to acquire 

additional newspaper properties or to form newspaper consortiums.  Operationally, these 

developments amount to a decline in the diversity of outlets that gather, report, and 

disseminate newspaper journalism.  The more inconspicuous problem for our press 

system is that most newspapers have had to respond to economic crises by reducing costs 

in funding for the often expensive practices that go into investigative journalism and 

through significant downsizing of their journalistic staffs.  As evidence of this latter 

development, the American Society of News Editors (ASNE) reports that from 2001 to 
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2010 the number of working newspaper journalists in the United States has declined by 

more that 25 percent.  McChesney and Nichols further note that the loss of 5,900 

reporters in 2008 accounts for a decline of 11.3 percent that year, the largest drop in 

working newspaper journalists in a single year in ASNE‘s 87-year history.  Another 

5,200 newspaper journalists lost their jobs in 2009.  And as McChesney and Nichols 

further note, data gathered by blogger Erica Smith for the blog Paper Cuts 

(newspaperlayoffs.com) indicates the possibility that these reported figures actually 

underestimate the extent of cuts in the number of working professional journalists.  

Finally, in testimony before the Congressional hearings on ―A New Age for Newspapers, 

Diversity of Voices, Competition and the Internet,‖ the legal and press scholar C. Edwin 

Baker pointed to the steep decline in the number of journalists employed by newspapers 

as the most significant outcome of the economic crisis in newspapers.   It is these cuts in 

newspaper journalists, he said, which are most fundamentally responsible for the 

functional declines in 1) the amount of journalism being done by newspapers, 2) the level 

of scrutiny from the newspaper press on people and organizations in positions of power 

in our society, and 3) the quality of newspaper journalism overall. 

 In spite of the challenges newspapers have faced in finding a workable system for 

adequately funding their traditional standards for quality in production, there remains 

clear empirical evidence for the continued importance to audiences of newspaper 

journalism.  For one, direct readership numbers for newspapers online or offline suggest 

audiences are increasingly reading newspaper content online.  Indeed, even as revenues 

for newspapers continue to fall (Lee Enterprises, 2010), a May 2010 analysis found that 

an all-time high of 123 million American Internet users—or 57% of all U.S. Internet 
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users—had visited newspaper sites that month (comScore, 2010).  Furthermore, Baker 

(2009b) points to indicators that there may in fact be higher rates of newspaper readership 

today than ever before.  On the one hand, he estimates that paid newspaper circulation 

rates dropped from 62 million between 1968 and 1990 down to 52 million in 2006.  But 

starting in 1994 when newspapers first went online until 2006, he noted that online 

newspapers gained 63.2 million readers who on average spent 44 minutes daily reading 

online newspapers. 

 Baker argued in his testimony before the hearings before the U.S. Congress (2009) 

on the crisis on the newspaper industry that newspapers must be viewed as fundamentally 

different economically than most commodities that organically lose their market value 

when better products emerge to supplant the outmoded products.  He notes that during 

the earliest years of the Republic, Congress recognized the inability of the market to 

support the kind of media that citizens need.  At that time, Congress addressed this 

paradox by instituting a postal subsidy to provide public funds for newspapers.  This 

program to preserve the health of the media environment, Baker said, was ultimately 

based on the free press principle that our society requires a diverse body of robust 

organizations conducting original journalism regardless of whether people are actually 

reading newspapers or not: 

We all benefit when governmental or corporate corruption and negligence 

do not occur due to news media‘s reputation for watchfulness….  To the 

extent that benefits go to non-readers, newspaper companies cannot 

adequately turn these benefits into revenue. This gap between benefits 

provided and revenue obtained results in inadequate incentives to put 

resources into producing news (p. 1). 

C. Concentrated power: A lasting barrier to more democratic media system 

 Postman (1998) wrote that those with the greatest economic power within the 
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media environment have the greatest capacity to carry that influence through the ―vast, 

often unpredictable and largely irreversible‖ (para. 19) transformation of the media 

ecology that typically ensues from the introduction of major new communications 

technologies.  In the face of such commonly held concerns, scholars such as Benkler 

(2006) and Bruns (2007) have nevertheless suggested that the development of a 

networked information economy could affect a constructive breakdown of the economic 

and political influence of excessively powerful commercial media owners.  Importantly, 

their argument is relative and thus, not based on utopian visions of the networked 

information economy.  For them, the networked information economy presents the 

potential for a more democratic distribution of communicative power and thus, a greater 

aggregate capacity for enabling the information and communication functions of media 

compared to the communication conditions in the industrial information economy that 

preceded the development of the Internet. 

 Indeed, it is true that the media ownership structure was becoming increasingly 

concentrated in the decades leading up to the modern diffusion of the Internet.  Bagdikian 

began tracking this growing concentration of power in the media starting in the 1983 

book, ―The Media Monopoly‖ and in six follow-up editions, noting that larger and fewer 

corporations over the past few decades have come to own a large majority of U.S. media 

outlets.  In his most recent edition Bagdikian (2004) noted that just five global media 

firms operate in what he describes as an oligopolistic, cartel-like fashion to maintain 

excessive communicative power over the flow of information through their ownership of 

most US newspapers, magazines, book publishers, motion picture studios, and radio and 

television stations. 
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 In varied forms scholars such as Herman and Chomsky (1988) and Shoemaker and 

Reese (1996) have forwarded arguments about the nature of the influences on media 

production that occur within such a media structure.  Such influences, which these 

scholars see as largely tacit—not authoritarian, but nevertheless significant, derive from 

advertisers, from shareholders, from government officials, and from the general public‘s 

nationalistic sensibilities on the editorial decisions of mainstream media sources.  In his 

development of the original thesis about the importance to democracy of a public sphere, 

Habermas (1998) also suggested that the conditions of our commercial media were not 

ideal for producing the kind of public sphere that is required for the needs of citizens 

from the press.  Through legal and economic theory, Baker (2009a) too also written 

extensively about the extraordinary potential for abuses of communicative power in the 

mass media, specifically focusing on the threats on the media that derive from the 

ownership structure of the media: 

Advertisers veto program content.  Profit becomes the sole or 

determinative concern of media corporations.  Even more dangerous, 

conglomerates monopolize media outlets.  Non-media based corporations 

(companies not primarily engaged in journalism, e.g., railroads or tire 

companies) own increasing portions of the communications industry.  

Owners of the remaining independent media outlets often share similar 

political and economic views.  One can easily conclude that economic 

forces and structures pose a threat to the free press equal to or greater than 

the threat posed by government (p. 858). 

D. The need for sustained speech hierarchy in a networked public sphere 

 Netanel (2000) acknowledges, too, the many undesirable aspects of what he calls 

―speech hierarchy‖ or ―the disproportionate power of wealthy speakers and audiences to 

determine the mix of speech that comprises our public discourse‖ (p. 1884).  However, 

Netanel rejects on its face the notion—argued most clearly by Benkler (2006)—that the 
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economic breakdown of the industrial-centered information economy can be viewed as 

wholly desirable for the interests of democracy.  He suggests instead that the 

transformation of our media environment whereby a more decentralized media system 

means a depleted commercial press presents a disruption of a necessary hierarchy of 

communicative power of the commercial press to serve as watchdogs, to construct news 

output comprised of professionally verified facts, and to operate as a forum in which 

large audiences come together to confront the most important public affairs facing 

society.  Despite some of the potential threats to press freedom that derive from the 

market hierarchy that comes with the power of commercial media enterprises then, 

Netanel argues that ―liberal democracy requires media enterprises that are independent 

from state support and that possess the financial wherewithal to reach a mass audience, 

galvanize public opinion, and engage in sustained investigative reporting and critique‖ (p. 

1885).   

 Netanel does not explicitly distinguish between the importance of different media 

formats and journalism organizations within the commercial media environment.  But the 

evidence I‘ve provided indicating the particular central function of newspapers as a 

foundation for most of the original journalism produced within the networked public 

sphere offers a basis for suggesting that newspapers should be normatively recognized as 

inhabiting the normative top of the market hierarchy that Netanel describes.  

Furthermore, from an economic theory and normative perspective, Baker‘s (2007, 2009a) 

work provides the basis for arguing that within this exceptional place at the top of the 

speech hierarchy, there is a continuing need to sustain maximum dispersal of ownership 

within the newspaper market regardless of whatever apparent decentralizing effects the 
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Internet may have on the media market as a whole.   

E. How do owners in a concentrated market respond to economic crisis? 

 Scholars such as Lowrey (2011) and other media observers (see also Gross, 2009) 

have argued that the responsibility for the newspaper crisis lies in large part on the 

shoulders of the newspaper organizations that have failed to adequately adapt to 

technological and market changes in the new media environment.  While this is 

undoubtedly part of the explanation, a progressive desire towards finding a better 

economic model for funding a diverse industry of original written journalism 

organizations must confront some of the structural reasons why newspaper organizations 

have not made greater efforts to innovate. 

 For his part, Baker (2007) argues that we should not expect organizations within an 

excessively concentrated ownership structure to make competitive business decisions to 

improve the quality of their products.  Instead, he says, structural economic and 

sociological theory suggests that such organizations will generally lack the necessary 

market incentives that are typically pre-requisites for competition-based innovation and 

quality enhancements.  Further, he writes that the excessively concentrated structure of 

the commercial media industry today predicts then that newspaper journalism 

organizations—with their high operation costs and declining economic returns—lack the 

resources and the market incentives to adapt to changes.  As such, Baker suggests that 

newspaper organizations within such a structure should be expected to respond to 

economic difficulties with bottom line decision-making that is likely to result in reduced 

output quality.  Furthermore, newspaper owners within such an increasingly concentrated 

structure are not likely to be able to take action that will preserve the diversity and the 
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traditional standards of quality of the classic newspaper model.  Instead, it may be that 

these conditions are important precipitators of bottom-line decision-making that has and 

will continue to lead struggling newspapers to close down or consolidate.  The collective 

democratic interests of the citizenry for the preservation of newspaper journalism then 

suggests that without the emergence of new forms of comparable journalism formats, the 

professional newspaper journalism industry may require some kind of interventions to 

keep substantive sources of original newspaper journalism afloat in a sufficient form to 

perform its important public interest role. 

F. Nonmarket commons-based peer production and public sphere theory 

 It is impossible to assess net changes in the whole ecology of the new media 

environment at once considering all of the various technologies, media formats, 

individuals, and organizations operating in the converged media environment.  However, 

the destabilization of the commercial media system during the development of a 

networked information economy naturally leads us to look for trends across the media 

environment that might show promise for the emergence of new and even better sources 

of public affairs knowledge production than we‘ve had before.  As the most visited 

Internet format for coverage of important public affairs in the United States, blogs have 

become a central new media format for understanding the extent to which the Internet as 

a whole may contribute to enhancing the public sphere.  As such, a consideration of the 

development of the blogosphere can shed some light on some of the theoretical and 

pragmatic issues involved in understanding whether the evolving new media environment 

can sufficiently produce a better system of media for the public sphere.  Specifically, a 

critical question about whether the networked public sphere presents an improvement 
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over the mass-media dominated public sphere comes down to a question that Baker 

(2007) poses.  That is, he asks whether this new environment successfully balances the 

tension that inherently exists in the needs within the public sphere for both a variety of 

perspectives represented in the media and a forum for common, rational discourse among 

the disparately oriented political views and personal experiences of different citizens. 

 As Gil de Zúñiga (2009) writes, blogs are particularly important as an online media 

format because ―they might represent the ultimate online mechanism by which people 

communicate, interact, learn, stay informed, discuss issues and, finally, participate or 

remain engaged in political or civic activities‖ (p. 108).  Some important characteristics 

of blogs he cites include the ability of virtually anyone to start and maintain a blog, the 

capacity for blogs to enable discussion across geographic space and time, and their 

interconnectedness through hyperlinks.  The ease of entry into blogging also means that 

blogs are generally produced by a small number of persons or a single person, indicating 

perhaps the clearest reason why bloggers are significantly less likely than professional 

journalism organizations to gather and disseminate original journalism.  Instead of 

gathering information from primary sources then, blogs have been shown in several 

studies to depend significantly on the traditional media as a springboard for commentary 

about the news (Lowrey & Latta, 2008; Wall, 2006; Gil de Zúñiga et al. 2009).  

 Conceptions of the public sphere potential of blogs vary widely.  This variance 

seems to hinge largely on a set of factors that can be roughly categorized under what 

Benkler (2006) calls the ―Babel objection.‖ The Babel objection, he writes, is the concern 

that ―when everyone can speak, no one can be heard, and we devolve either to a 

cacophony or to the reemergence of money as the distinguishing factor between 
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statements that are heard and those that wallow in obscurity‖ (p. 10).  Meraz (2007) has 

connected this observed fragmentation to the development of polarization in the 

blogosphere, pointing to the homophily theory as the idea that ―birds of a feather flock 

together‖ as an explanation for this phenomenon.  Dating back to Lazarsfeld & Merton 

(1954), Meraz notes that homophily theory suggests that ―the powerful tendency that 

individuals have to network along homogeneous lines is driven by shared beliefs, 

interests, and social status‖ (p. 686). 

 Benkler and Bruns (2007) posit that such concerns about a fragmented media 

environment amount to a failure to recognize the forces in networked communication 

which enable aggregation across clustered online communities that often do tend to be 

fragmented along geographic, political, and social boundaries.  Benkler argues that first, 

such disconnected online speech clusters online ―can provide initial vetting and ‗peer-

review-like‘ qualities to individual contributions made within an interest cluster‖ (p. 13).  

Next, he suggests that these initial deliberative conditions enable the emergence of the 

most significant observations of the community, thus leading them to be eventually 

passed through network channels for wider audiences.  Bruns (2007) too points to 

mechanisms such as social rating and tagging systems on sites like Amazon, Flickr, and 

Slashdot ―which in their aggregate serve to highlight quality and importance.‖  Instead of 

information overload then, Bruns suggests that there has been a growth in the ―tools 

available for making sense of‖ (para. 10) the growing networks of information online.  

Ultimately, Benkler suggests that the combination of networked communication through 

hyperlinking and the social aggregation potential of aggregator sites contribute the 

mechanisms necessary for the ―filtering, accreditation, synthesis, and salience‖ (Benkler, 
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2006, p. 242) of ideas in the blogosphere even across cleavages in an otherwise 

fragmented online media environment. 

 Sunstein (2006) questions the arguments that deliberation within the fragmented 

communities in the blogosphere can be effectively aggregated in a way that meets the 

conditions of the Habermasian public sphere.  Noting the tendency of individual blogs to 

attract and identify with a relatively narrow ideological perspective (see also Iyengar & 

Hahn, 2009), he suggests that although rational deliberation is possible when there is a 

mixture of biases, ―when a bias is widely shared, group interactions will actually increase 

its effect‖ (Sunstein, 2006, p. 78; see also Lawrence, Sides, & Farrell, 2010; Schkade, 

Sunstein, & Hastie, 2010).  As such, Sunstein suggests that the highly fragmented nature 

of the blogosphere may make it particularly susceptible to the intensification of 

ideologically narrow discourse and ultimately, the propagation of unchecked biases and 

errors.   

 Going further on this point, Geiger argues that claims about the potential of the 

Internet to bring together fragmented online communities such as blogs are 

fundamentally based on false premises.   That is, Geiger notes that while online network 

aggregators may ―make visible the zeitgeist of the Internet‖ (para. 39), it is questionable 

to view the ―filtering, accreditation, synthesis, and salience‖ that occurs on aggregator 

sites as discursive because they are produced not through diversely informed deliberating 

groups but rather, within relatively fragmented online communities that tend to consist of 

ideologically similar individuals.  The aggregator sites then, Geiger suggests, have a 

function that is more likely to mirror the impact of public opinion polls.  Just as 

Habermas (1998) wrote that public opinion ―is not an aggregate of individually gathered, 
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privately expressed opinions held by isolated persons‖ (p. 362), Geiger argues that so too 

are social aggregator sites merely snapshots of the views out there but, critically, not 

views that have gone through a full deliberative process.   

 Finally here, it is also worth noting that Habermas himself has weighed in on the 

question of the potential for the enhancement of the public sphere through networked 

communication, ultimately expressing significant reservations about how the Internet is 

developing that mirror the concerns encompassed by the Babel objection.  He said: 

Use of the Internet has both broadened and fragmented the contexts of 

communication. This is why the Internet can have a subversive effect on 

intellectual life in authoritarian regimes. But at the same time, the less 

formal, horizontal cross-linking of communication channels weakens the 

achievements of traditional media. This focuses the attention of an 

anonymous and dispersed public on select topics and information, 

allowing citizens to concentrate on the same critically filtered issues and 

journalistic pieces at any given time. The price we pay for the growth in 

egalitarianism offered by the Internet is the decentralized access to 

unedited stories. In this medium, contributions by intellectuals lose their 

power to create a focus (Habermas, 2006). 

  Rheingold (2007) has countered that Habermas‘s take on the idea of a networked 

public sphere enacted through networked communication with new communication 

technologies suggests that Habermas, for one, does not fully understand the power of the 

Internet‘s networked infrastructure.  Secondly, Rheingold argues that public sphere 

theory itself also requires refinement and updating to properly account for the significant 

evolution of the communication landscape that has occurred since the time when 

Habermas did most of his work developing public sphere theory. 

 This question of the public sphere potential of blogs and of the Internet more 

generally remains an ―open empirical question‖ (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2009) and a vital 

one for our understanding of whether, in the face of a compromised economic model for 

original newspaper journalism, the emergence of new media formats online can lead to 
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enhancements to the public sphere.  Future research will have to further explore whether 

the actual communication trends in the blogosphere and the mechanisms that have been 

constructed to aggregate that communication are actually producing the required 

conditions for rational discourse in the public sphere.  For now though, Gerhards and 

Shäfer (2010) have offered a modest assessment of the democratic impact of the 

blogosphere and the Internet more generally on media and society that we might consider 

the status quo until the weight of new evidence shows us a clear trend.  Through a 

detailed empirical comparison between different ways that old media and new media in 

the US and Germany are understood to contribute to the public sphere, they found no 

discernable evidence that new media platforms offer overall net improvements or 

obstacles to the public sphere potential of the modern media environment.  If we consider 

this prospect that new media innovations may not significantly hinder or advance the 

conditions for an enhanced public sphere then, we are left still with the concern that new 

media formats may not be helping to ameliorate the implications for the public sphere of 

the economic crisis in the newspaper industry. 

4.3 Operationalizing normatively meaningful media diversity 

A. The challenges of operationalizing diversity: From early radio to the Internet 

 According to Coase (1959), an overabundance of licenses granted to new radio 

stations during the early growth of commercial radio in the 1920s had led to a situation in 

which cross-frequency interference prevented public access to clear and consistent radio 

signals, a situation that would become known as ―chaos in broadcasting‖ (p. 5).  In 

response, government officials recognized the need to place certain restrictions on the 

conditions for having a license to operate a radio station, leading first to the Radio Act of 
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1927 and followed eventually by the Communications Act of 1934.  This latter Act 

provided the basis for the creation of the Federal Communications Commission, 

originally designed to provide government oversight of the entire broadcast 

communication spectrum of the time which included radio, telephone, and telegraph 

communication.  While the original establishment of the FCC was thusly based on the 

functional concern at that time to prevent the overlapping of radio signals from muddling 

the distribution spectrum of radio messages, the Commission was more broadly 

instructed too to determine which broadcasters to grant licenses to based on the question 

of if ―'the public interest, convenience, or necessity would be served' by doing so‖ (as 

cited by Coase, 1959, p. 6).   

 This founding decree guiding their operations, usually shortened simply to the idea 

that the ―public interest‖ role of the media in society must be protected, is a notion that 

has long been criticized for its ambiguity for actual operational applications for the media 

system.  Despite this problematic but necessary vagueness in the directions for applying 

the concept to new conditions in the media environment, however, it has generally come 

to be recognized as an important concept for the protection of the democratic needs of 

citizens from the media as designated by the First Amendment‘s press clause.  Further, as 

the history of mass media regulation indicates, as technology changes over time so too 

does the need for new considerations of the regulatory mechanisms that are needed to 

protect the public interest and for how to operationalize diversity in the media (Horwitz, 

2005). 

 As Busterna (1976) notes, when the FCC assessed the value of various criterion for 

determining licensing for media outlets in its 1965 policy statement, they wrote that 
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―diversification is a factor of primary significance‖ (p. 102).  Over time, the idea that the 

diversity principle is important to regulating the media has been consistently and widely 

acknowledged.  Indeed, the diversity principle has become one of three principles—along 

with localism and competition—that are seen as necessary conditions of a mass media 

ownership structure that can contain media that maximally serves the public interest.  

Further, Napoli (1999a) writes that the diversity principle gained an increasing 

importance in the policymaking arena throughout the course of the 20
th

 century as the 

legal community sought to construct rationale that would ensure the protection of first 

amendment rights of a free press during a period of rapid development of electronic 

media.  Over time, McQuail (1992) has suggested, ―diversity has come to acquire the 

status of an end in itself…a broad principle to which appeal can be made on behalf of 

both neglected minorities and of consumer choice, or against monopoly and other 

restrictions‖ (p. 142). 

 According to Napoli (1999a), it was during the 1990s that a series of judicial 

repudiations of the FCC's existing diversity policies lead the Commission to centralize 

diversity as a target principle with an emphasis on empirical assessment.  The FCC's 

specific justification for this, Napoli writes, was as follows: 

Though diversity is often perceived as the central objective of 

communications policy decisions, it is best perceived as a key sub-

component (along with competition) of an effectively functioning 

marketplace of ideas.  The emphasis on diversity as a policy objective 

grows directly out of the First Amendment tradition that stresses the 

‗widest possible dissemination of the information from diverse and 

antagonistic sources‘ (Associated Press v. United States, 1945, p. 1424) in 

an effort to promote goals such as informed decision-making, cultural 

pluralism, citizen welfare, and a well-functioning democracy.  This is the 

essence of the marketplace of ideas concept.  It is the mechanism by which 

First Amendment freedoms are translated into effective democracy. The 

key is to recognize that a robust marketplace of ideas—and the diversity 
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components that grow out of it—are intended to achieve broader social 

objectives (p. 9). 

B. Operationalizing diversity as a dual concept  

 Napoli (1999a) provides a conceptual framework for measuring diversity in the 

media which adheres to Baker's basic calls for normative guidance in policymaking and 

to McDonald and Dimmick‘s (2003) concern for the two dimensional nature of actual 

diversity.  Napoli conceives of three primary forms of media diversity that might be 

considered important its assessment as including (1) source diversity, (2) content 

diversity, and (3) exposure diversity.
1
  For the purposes of this paper, the types of 

diversity that are of particular importance for understanding the important differences 

between the market for newspapers offline versus online newspapers include source 

diversity and exposure diversity.  In general conceptual terms, source diversity is a 

function of the number of distinct owners of media outlets or of media content.  Napoli's 

discussion of the importance of exposure diversity, then, derives from the notion that 

assessments of meaningful diversity in a particular media market must take into 

consideration the market power of the media sources contributing to that market.  

Conceiving of exposure diversity as a dual-concept, the first dimension of exposure 

diversity is the number of newspapers available across the market or sample size being 

                                                 
1  Content diversity, which refers to the diversity of story-type formats, of demographic diversity of the people featured 

in the media, and the diversity of viewpoints represented in media, is not considered relevant here.  Even as it is 

acknowledged that this kind of diversity is important and potentially relevant to the normative concerns for 

journalism in the public interest. its importance is somewhat secondary to the question central to this paper of how 

diminished funding for journalism affects diversity. It is certainly possible that content diversity could be affected by 

funding for journalism because, for example, funding constraints might adversely affect efforts by journalists to seek 

out diverse viewpoints about topics.  Further, funding constraints could also affect choices that could impact the 

diversity of story-types.  Newspapers forced to find ways to save money, for example, might be expected to print 

more opinion-based editorials in favor of funding more expensive hard watchdog reporting.  Nevertheless, 

consideration for content diversity is beyond the practical scope of this research. 
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measured and the second dimension of exposure diversity is the audience sizes of 

individual newspapers (McDonald & Dimmick, 2003). 

C. Source diversity 

 Arguing for the importance of what he calls source diversity, Napoli (1999a) notes 

that ―communications policymakers have long concerned themselves with increasing the 

diversity of sources available to media audiences‖ (p. 11).  This concern relates to the 

marketplace of ideas metaphor and is central to the Supreme Court's concern that the 

media contain ―diverse and antagonistic sources‖ (Associated Press v. United States, 

1945, p. 1424).  But what it means to have a diversity of sources, Napoli notes, can vary.  

Napoli identifies three distinct conceptions of source diversity that policymakers have 

used in regulatory considerations.  These include (1) diversity in the ownership of 

content, (2) diversity in the ownership of media outlets, and (3) diversity in the workplace 

within individual media outlets, which refers primarily to the diversity of individuals 

working within media workplaces based on the distribution of race, color, religion, 

national origin, and gender of employees.
2
 

 Napoli‘s notions of media outlet ownership and media content ownership have 

distinct operational meanings for different media formats, distinctions that present 

                                                 
2  On one hand, the diversity of media workplaces is an important consideration for understanding the diversity of the 

mass media in the general sense that the FCC's Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) regulations have been 

designed to encourage media outlets to seek a personnel mix that would reflect the demographic makeup of markets 

that they serve (Napoli, 1999a).  Indeed, workplace diversity is undoubtedly an important issue in consideration of 

the effort to fairly represent the interests of members of all demographic groups.  However, while workplace 

diversity may be important towards assessing diversity in the process of content production, it is not a direct 

contemporary concern related to economic constraints on newspaper journalism.  That is, there is no reason to 

suspect that losses in funding for newspapers will have an adverse affect on workplace diversity.  Further, Napoli 

notes that it is simply not the concern of policymakers to legislate equal rights in the media.  And finally, it is worth 

noting here that Meyer (2009) has provided data showing that multiculturalism in the workplace has steadily 

improved over the past 30 years with no signs of decline. 
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unnecessary measurement confusion for the context of measuring source diversity in 

newspapers.  For the purposes of this paper, source diversity is simplified as the number 

of U.S. daily newspapers, a single concept notion of source diversity that is acceptable 

here only because my empirical study involves the measurement of diversity through the 

two-dimensional concept of exposure diversity.  Although the newspapers in question 

here do have outlet owners, some of which own multiple daily U.S. newspapers, we can 

view individual newspaper organizations as relatively independent sources of newspaper 

journalism that have at least some level of autonomy from their parent companies even as 

it is noteworthy that some newspapers in the sample share owners. 

 Baker's (2007) argument that diversity in the news media can only be appropriately 

measured within distinct media markets is an important principle for my assessment of 

diversity in the sources of newspaper journalism.  Specifically for this paper, the 

operational assessment of diversity in the sources of newspaper journalism starts with a 

recognition of newspaper journalism as a normatively exceptional contributor of original 

journalism to our press system whose output importance, generally speaking, far exceeds 

anything done by media sources from other media formats.  This normative consideration 

explains why diversity in the media cannot be simply assessed as a broad function of the 

combined contributions of newspapers, television news, radio news, or of news and 

information online.  Indeed, the evidence I‘ve provided above that newspaper journalism 

provides a vital ecological foundation for the original journalism that pervades the whole 

media environment indicates a strong reason to believe that a loss of diversity in 

newspaper journalism would also indirectly mean a loss of diversity in the original 

journalism perspectives represented within all of the news sources we watch, listen to, 
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read, and exchange views about on radio, television, and the Internet. 

 There has been a known decline in the diversity of newspaper journalism at the 

source level in recent decades.   According to the 2010 data from Pew's Project for 

Excellence in Journalism, there has been a 13% drop in the total number of daily US 

newspapers over the past several years—from 1611 in 1990 to 1408 in 2008 (the most 

recent year for which Pew provides data accounting for the number of US dailies).  This 

decrease in the number of newspapers in the market overall indicates a relatively clear 

trend of declines in structural diversity in the print journalism industry.  While these 

declines in the source diversity of daily newspaper journalism are not accounted for in the 

empirical study in this paper, these developments point to the set of concerns for already 

declining newspaper source diversity that prompts the need to look to signs in the 

newspaper market as to whether we should expect these declines in source diversity to 

continue. 

 Added to developments indicating declining source diversity in the newspaper 

industry is the qualitative observation that many online newspapers owned by the same 

corporations are now forming online news consortiums.  For instance, sites like 

mlive.com (in Michigan) and masslive.com (in Massachusetts)—owned by Advance 

Publications—actually contain content from a consortium of newspapers within these 

respective states.  Mlive.com, for example, is comprised of content from the Flint 

Journal, the Bay City Times, the Grand Rapids Press, the Jackson-Citizen Patriot, the 

Kalamazoo Gazette, the Muskegon Chronicle, and the Saginaw News—each of which is 

owned by Advance Publications.  Each of these newspapers has a distinct http address 

but content from all of them can be found at mlive.com and some content and staff 
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presumably among these websites within mlive.com overlap across the unique 

newspapers.  The development of such consortiums—of which there are numerous other 

examples across the newspaper industry—represent an up-front kind of loss in the outlet 

ownership diversity of newspaper diversity online.  Generally speaking, my selection of 

online newspaper sources accepts these consortiums such as mlive.com as individual 

newspapers.  Because I did not view these consortiums as separate newspapers online, 

however, my assessment of audience exposure diversity for online newspapers in my 

empirical study will actually indicate greater exposure diversity online than what actually 

exists online. 

D. Exposure diversity 

 While recent increases in the concentration of source diversity are clearly pertinent 

to concerns for diversity in the marketplace of ideas, Napoli (1999a) writes of the often 

ignored but nevertheless important notion of what he calls ―exposure diversity.‖  Of its 

conceptual importance, Napoli writes that ―operationalizing source diversity in terms of 

the distribution of market shares provides a better indication of possible structural 

inequities and simultaneously addresses the exposure diversity component of the 

diversity principle‖  (p. 12).  Napoli adds that while the FCC has most commonly 

considered outlet ownership diversity in its regulation of the media, the level of exposure 

of media to audiences has been a ―neglected dimension‖ (p. 24) of the diversity principle 

in the assessment and regulation of the media. 

 Scholars including Entman and Wildman (1992) have questioned the importance of 

assessing audience exposure in the assessment of diversity, generally suggesting that the 

idea of assessing the marketplace of ideas should refer to the diversity in available 
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choices rather than in the diversity of how media choices get distributed among 

audiences.  Napoli counters, however, that exposure diversity actually gets at the heart of 

what it means to have diversity from the perspective of the marketplace of ideas model 

which assumes ―that audiences provided with a diversity of content options consume a 

diversity of content‖ (p. 25).  If the objective to assess audiences' consideration of ideas 

from the available media origins and perspectives does not include acknowledgement of 

the importance of how much exposure different origins and perspectives have then, as 

Napoli asserts, ―the marketplace ideal is not satisfied‖ (p. 25).  He elaborates on this 

point: 

Clearly, then, policymakers concerned with fulfilling the objectives 

inherent within the marketplace of ideas metaphor need to concern 

themselves with the degree to which audiences are actually exposing 

themselves to a diversity of information products and sources.  

Consequently, audience exposure must be an integral part of the 

conventional diversity framework and must receive greater attention in 

diversity research.  This will allow diversity policy decisions to emerge 

from a better understanding of exactly how audiences respond to changes 

in the level of diversity of their media offerings (p. 25). 

 Napoli identifies two general approaches in the literature to viewing exposure 

diversity, horizontal exposure diversity and vertical exposure diversity, sub-concepts of 

exposure diversity which were first described by Entman and Wildman (1992).   

Horizontal exposure diversity, Napoli says, involves the distribution of audiences across 

all available media channels while vertical exposure diversity involves the distribution of 

the media content diet consumed by individual audience members.  Conceptually, both 

types of diversity have potential significance for understanding the level of diversity in 

the marketplace of ideas.  However, vertical exposure diversity is not of direct relevance 

for the interests of the empirical study in this paper.  Rather, given that this study is 

concerned with the economic challenges facing newspapers in the new media 
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marketplace and how these challenges relate to citizens' democratic needs for a diverse 

marketplace of ideas, measuring horizontal exposure diversity within the newspaper 

medium offers the clearest means toward accomplishing these objectives.
3
 

 There are a number of reasons why horizontal exposure diversity is a particularly 

important metric for understanding changing forms of media diversity as the Internet 

develops.  For one, horizontal exposure diversity, according to Napoli (1999a), is directly 

concerned with the concept of audience fragmentation—audiences for particular media 

products becoming smaller and smaller as the variety of media content offerings 

increases.  Further, Napoli discusses the problem that ―exactly the type of socially 

valuable content that policymakers would most like to promote via their diversity policies 

is being increasingly neglected as viewing options multiply‖ (p. 28).  In other words, it 

seems that those program types that are most normatively vital from a public interest 

standpoint become less interesting as more niche options come into play.  Among the 

implications of these findings, he notes, are as follows: 

An increasingly diverse electronic media marketplace could lead to 

audiences exposing themselves to a less diverse diet of programming.  

Consequently, the ideals of a well-functioning marketplace of ideas would 

not be met, and the ultimate objective of much media regulation would be 

undermined (p.  28). 

Napoli thusly calls for greater attention to horizontal exposure diversity in 

communications policymaking, arguing that without appropriate consideration of 

exposure diversity, assessments of the diversity of available media options are 

―essentially meaningless‖ (p. 29).   

                                                 
3 Because horizontal exposure diversity is the only kind of exposure diversity relevant for the empirical study in this 

paper, I variably refer to horizontal exposure diversity with the terms ―audience exposure diversity or, more simply, 

―exposure diversity.‖ 
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E. Measuring source diversity and exposure diversity in newspaper journalism 

 Hindman (2007) writes that the distinction ―between the number of media voices 

that are theoretically available, and the number of voices that citizens actually hear...is 

particularly important in the online world‖ (p. 327-328).  Through an original empirical 

study of this new media landscape that conventional wisdom says is highly diverse, 

Hindman instead found this: 

Online diversity is astonishingly shallow.  Despite the vastness of online 

content—or, more accurately, because of it—Web users cluster tightly 

around a small number of successful sites.  In almost every niche, a 

handful of Web sites get more traffic than all of the rest combined.  

Everyone knows that Amazon dominates online bookselling, and eBay 

dominates online auctions.  But many have failed to recognize that these 

sorts of winners-take-all patterns show up in nearly every aspect of online 

life—including online outlets for politics, news, and entertainment.  This 

fact naturally changes our assessment of what the Internet means for 

politics and culture (p. 329). 

 For Hindman then, the fact that the Internet provides a greater potential for easy 

access to a greater number of media sources has minimal meaning if there is no attention 

paid to how media audiences actually use this easier access.  He comes to these 

conclusions through an analysis of circulation and audience usage data in which he 

compared all forms of traditional media to their online counterparts including digital 

newspapers, magazines, television, and radio.  He found that online audiences for all 

media formats are more concentrated than are audiences for offline outlets.  Further, his 

analysis of audience exposure diversity to blogs indicates a greater concentration of 

audiences for blogs than for any other form of online media.   

 My empirical study for this paper replicates a portion of Hindman‘s study.  While 

Hindman‘s objective was to compare audience exposure distributions for offline versus 

online media across all media formats, my particular focus on the normative importance 
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of diversity in the newspaper marketplace meant that my empirical analysis should 

appropriately focus only on the comparison between diversity in the circulation of 

traditional newspapers and diversity of readership exposure across digital newspapers.   

 Importantly for my particular comparison of offline and online exposure diversity 

to newspapers, Hindman notes that while mediums like radio or television do not lend 

themselves well to straight comparisons with Web sites, newspapers render similarly 

online and offline in that the news stories and content of offline newspapers is essentially 

the same as their online counterparts.  Based on these consistencies in newspaper content 

across the offline/online divide and because virtually all newspapers have an online 

version, Hindman writes that newspapers provide an ideal comparison medium in which 

the effect of the medium of distribution (physical newspapers or the Web) is effectively 

isolated. 

 An important caveat that Hindman acknowledges about his approach is that while 

media diversity is traditionally analyzed as a product of patterns of media ownership and 

how it theoretically affects content diversity, his analysis changes that focus in two 

important ways.  For one, his analysis ignores the importance of newspaper ownership 

and counts separate newspapers owned by the same company as being two different 

sources.  Hindman's approach that I replicate in my study is nevertheless valid as a means 

of analyzing diversity in the media because his objective is to assess diversity 

comparatively between online and offline consumption patterns, not based on structural 

factors of the media organizations.  It is also noteworthy that Hindman's approach differs 

starkly from the FCC's standard policymaking approach to the diversity principle which 

has always been limited to assessing diversity within local media markets.  In his study, 
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he instead seeks to assess the diversity of media consumption on a national level.  He 

writes that while the FCC's approach might make sense for understanding diversity for 

the media choices of a given citizen, his approach is more appropriate for understanding 

the diversity of media consumed nationwide.  It also seems clear that because Internet 

users today have far greater ease of access to all nationwide media outlets than they have 

had in the past to offline outlets from around the country, there is a strong justification for 

analyzing diversity in sources of newspapers on a nationwide level. 

 For his empirical analysis of audience concentration in offline newspapers, 

Hindman used circulation data for US daily newspapers that were compiled by the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations (ABC) during the month of March 2005.  He used Alexa.com for 

online audience usage data from the same time period.  Hindman included only the top 

150 newspapers (based on circulation) in the United States, a decision that was largely 

based on the limitations of available data.  That is, Alexa.com only provides traffic data 

for the top 100,000 ranked Internet sites, a fact which he says incidentally excludes 

newspapers outside of approximately the top 150.  It is notable though, too, that it also 

makes scientific sense to leave out those newspapers that make up an extremely small 

percentage of the total newspaper readership because the inclusion of such papers could 

have a misleading impact for the purposes of measuring readership diversity (Noam, 

2009). 

 Hindman used three distinct metrics for assessing diversity/concentration in offline 

versus online newspapers: the Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI), the Gini Coefficient, 

and the Noam Index (see Table 1, below, for a concise description of each of these). 
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Table 1: Three variants on the measurement of concentration/diversity 

Diversity 

metric
* 

Range Description 

 

 

 

Gini  

coefficient 

 

 

0 to 1 

 

Higher values 

indicate greater 

inequality in the 

distribution 

 

The ratio between the area under the Lorenz curve for a distribution to the area 

under a hypothetical line of perfect equality for that distribution. The addition of 

a large number of small players disproportionately raises the Gini coefficient, an 

indicator that this metric does not adequately account for the power of players 

with large market shares. 

 

 

Herfindahl-

Hirschman  

Index 

(HHI) 

 

 

 

0 to 10,000 

 

Higher values 

indicate greater 

concentration 

 

The sum of squares of the market share for each organization in the distribution.  

Takes into account relative size and distribution of organizations in question to 

determine diversity. The official antitrust metric in the US for assessing 

ownership concentration.  Increases of 100 points or more are generally caused 

for concern that a market has become significantly more concentrated. 

 

 

 

Noam index 

 

 

0 to 10,000 

 

Higher values 

indicate greater 

concentration 

Noam‘s (2004) variation on the HHI. Formulated to better account for pluralism 

in the market. It is the sum of squares of the market share for each organization 

in the distribution divided by the square root of the number of organizations 

with at least a 1% share of the sample market.  Noam argues that this metric 

addresses the problem in that a market‘s HHI will not appropriately reflect the 

inclusion of several small but still meaningful players (above 1% share).  

*Note: In general usage, there are thresholds for each of these metrics which denote acceptable or 

excessive concentration or inequality in a market.  For example, an HHI value below 1000 generally 

denotes an unconcentrated market, more than 1000 is moderately concentrated, and over 1800 is highly 

concentrated.  Noam (2009) puts these numbers for the Noam Index at 300 and 800, respectively.  For the 

purposes of this study, however, these threshold values are not relevant.  Instead, these metrics are 

pertinent for the purposes of comparison between concentration values for offline newspapers versus 

online newspapers.  According to the hypothesis guiding this study, the value for each of these metrics is 

expected to be significantly greater for online newspapers than for offline newspapers. 

 

 Hindman describes the Gini coefficient as a metric developed in the early 1900s by 

Corrado Gini as a means of measuring income inequality.  According to Hindman (2007), 

The Gini coefficient is the mean difference across all observations between the Lorenz 

curve and the line of perfect equality.  Stated formally, if y is a vector of incomes, with 

extreme values of ymin and ymax', a mean of m, and a cumulative distribution of F(y), the 

Gini coefficient can be calculated as follows: 
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where 

G = Gini coefficient 

n = total number of organizations included in the measurement of the market 

k = the sequenced values from 1 through n for the market of 150 newspapers (online or 

offline) 

Xk = share of the total population of each organization in the market 

Yk= share of the readership that each organization has in the market 

readership share is operationalized as either newspaper circulation or online monthly 

pageviews 

µ = mean of the total readership for the market in question 

The Gini coefficient produces possible values between 0 and 1 (p. 335). 

 

For Hindman‘s study and mine, the y value for offline newspapers refers to the average 

total circulation of the daily newspapers in his sample.  For online newspapers, the y 

value represents the total number of visits to the top 150 newspaper websites under 

consideration.  Notably, the greater a Gini coefficient for a particular market, the less 

equality there is in the distribution of audience exposure to the newspapers in question. 

 In addition to the HHI being used as a standard metric used to assess firm power 

across various industries (Hindman, 2007), it is also worthwhile to note that the FCC has 

used the HHI as its primary means of assessing to what extent the media ownership 

structure in the US is concentrated (Baker, 2007).  According to Hindman, the HHI 

metric represents a given organization's total share of the market.  It is calculated using 

the following formula: 
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where 

 = Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 

N = number of organizations in the market 

 = each firm i‘s market share in the industry j 

 

Within this formula, Pi represents the share or percentage of the total audience that the i
th

 

media outlet or Web site attracts.  The HHI has values from 0 to 10,000 and market 

watchers generally consider a score of approximately 1000 and above being the level 

where a market segment goes from being considered relatively non-concentrated to 

overly concentrated.  According to the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade 

Commission (1997), it is at the 1,800 and above level where a market's HHI score can be 

considered highly concentrated. 

 The Noam Index extends from the HHI while arguably improving upon its capacity 

for validly assessing concentration in a market because it combines a consideration of 

both the pluralism of voices in the market with an assessment of the market power that 

the HHI reveals.  Noam developed this relatively new index in response to criticisms of 

the HHI that it did not adequately take into account market power.  Noam (2004) wrote 

this about his proposed metric: 

Pluralism is important. But there is no conceptual, practical or legal way to 

officially define and measure the vigour of a marketplace in ideas. The 

best one can do is to count voices, and assume that in a competitive 

system, diversity of information increases with the number of its sources.  

Yet market power is also undeniably important. The antitrust HHI is a 

pretty good litmus test for market power, but it does not make allowance 

for pluralism. As a radio listener, I am better off with another 20 stations 
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on the dial or another newspaper sold at the news kiosk, even if few 

people listen to or read them. Their availability provides an option that 

carries value even if it is unexercised by most readers or authors (p. 1). 

The equation for the Noam index is as follows: 

 

where 

N = number of organizations in the market 

= number of organizations in the market with at least 1% market share 

 = each firm i‘s market share in the industry j 

 

In this equation, N represents the number of outlets in the particular media market, which 

means that the Noam Index for newspaper outlets, for example, would be the HHI 

divided by the square root of the total number of newspapers.  Noam also stipulates that 

in order to be included in the equation a particular outlet should have at least 1% of the 

total market in the index.  The Noam Index, like the HHI, has possible scores between 0 

and 10,000, but generally speaking a non-concentrated market measured with the Noam 

Index will have a comparatively lower score than the HHI, with 300 and above being the 

cutoff point where a market becomes concentrated and greater than 800 marks the point 

where the market is considered highly concentrated. 

 There are various benefits to assessing media concentration using this combination 

of metrics.  For one, Hindman‘s combined use of these three separate metrics that are 

based on related yet distinct statistical logic offers a strong, triangulated test of his 

hypotheses.  Specifically, according to Hindman, the Gini coefficient and the HHI are the 

most commonly used measures in the social sciences for assessing inequality and/or 
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concentration.  Furthermore, each represents an opposing philosophical logic behind the 

assessment of market concentration.  That is, while the HHI virtually ignores those 

market players that have a small amount of market share, the Gini coefficient accounts 

for all players equally.  The HHI is considered by some to be a better metric for this 

reason because it intentionally excludes what Noam calls the ―trivial‖ players that have 

so little market power that they are not realistic competitors in the marketplace of ideas.  

Because the Gini coefficient and the HHI address opposing viewpoints regarding how 

much weight should be given to voices that are deemed trivial, the use of both metrics 

together provides an accounting for the primary statistical logics that most statisticians 

would consider appropriate means for assessing market concentration.  Notably then too, 

the Noam Index carries with it the strengths of the HHI while adding a direct 

consideration of the pluralism of voices that Noam argues is critical in measuring 

concentration. 

 

5. Hypothesis 

 

 Concerns about the concentration of media sources in the media environment have 

existed for decades now.  But how might this concentration of sources have implications 

for the needs citizens have for the kind of normatively important original journalism that 

has long been the product the newspaper industry?  For one, democratic theory points us 

to several benefits to having a wide dispersal of sources of original professional 

journalism.   Further, the most explicit cause of the depletion of revenues that have 

traditionally funded newspaper journalism comes from a transformation of the 

communication landscape that has affected a breakdown of the advertising-supported 
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model that newspapers have traditionally used.   

 The number of newspapers in the media market is a measure of one-dimensional 

diversity (or variety) in the newspaper organizations that gather, produce, and 

disseminate most of the original news that appears in our modern media environment.  

This kind of structural newspaper source diversity is assumed for this study to be 

normatively important for the interests of having robust original journalism organizations 

that make up a meaningfully diverse media environment.  Declines in this kind of 

diversity are seen when newspapers close down, when newspaper owners buy additional 

newspapers, or in cases where newspaper owners create newspaper consortiums. 

 Towards understanding the actual diversity in the newspaper sources that audiences 

are consuming today, it is operationally meaningful to assess horizontal exposure 

diversity, as Napoli (1999a) has called it, for newspapers in our changing media 

environment.  Horizontal exposure diversity is a dual concept form of diversity in that it 

accounts for two dimensions of diversity in newspapers that are independently important 

for recognizing whether or not the Internet can be said to facilitate increased diversity in 

the actual newspaper sources that audiences consume online.  These two dimensions for 

measuring horizontal audience exposure diversity are the number of newspapers in the 

media environment and the number of readers for each newspaper.  Audience exposure 

diversity might also be thought of as a distribution of market share across the sources in 

the particular media market.  In a very direct way, this type of diversity gives us a clear 

view of what our expectations should be for the future direction of structural diversity 

within all levels of the media market. 

 Within a commercial media ownership structure that is already excessively 
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concentrated, Hindman (2007)‘s finding that the audience exposure diversity for all 

online media formats, including newspapers, was less than the exposure diversity for 

offline media points to evidence that in 2005 the Internet was not facilitating a more 

democratic distribution of audiences for online newspaper journalism.  For the newspaper 

journalism market, these figures indicate too that the economic marketplace for 

newspapers online in 2005 was less favorable than the offline market to the preservation 

of newspaper diversity strictly through market forces.  My empirical analysis is a 

replication of the portion of Hindman's (2007) study in which he compared offline to 

online newspaper audience exposure diversity.  However, my study is an assessment of 

data collected five years after Hindman‘s data, thus providing a new time point that 

allows us to learn if there have been important changes or a lack of changes in the gap 

between audience exposure diversity for online and offline newspapers over a five year 

period which might offer evidence of trends.  Hindman‘s results showing a stronger 

power law distribution for audience exposure to all online media outlets versus their 

offline versions point to this hypothesis: 

5. Hypothesis: 
Audience exposure to newspapers online is less diverse than audience 

exposure to offline newspapers. 

 

6. Empirical study 

6.1 Methods 

 For my analysis in this study, I replicated Hindman's approach to comparing 

audience exposure diversity for online and offline newspapers using data from readership 

databases for the month of April, 2010.  Specifically, this assessment of audience 
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exposure diversity involves an assessment of two dimensions—the number of 

newspapers in the market and the distribution of exposure across the newspaper market. 

Like Hindman, I used the Audit Bureau of Circulation Website 

(http://www.accessabc.com/) to compile a list of the top 150 offline newspapers by 

circulation.  Also following from Hindman's approach, I obtained a list of the top 150 

online newspapers from Alexa.com.  However, I also cross-checked this data through the 

web traffic measurement site Compete.com along with other extensive efforts to check 

the validity of the list generated by Alexa.com, making substantial corrections to the 

ranked list generated by Alexa.com.  Like Hindman, I collected data and calculated the 

HHI, the Gini coefficient, and the Noam Index using only the top 150 online and offline 

newspapers. 

(Data gathered by Hindman, 2007) 
 

      Gini Coefficient HHI  Noam Index  Top 10 
Newspapers: Print circulation (top 150)  .47  165         34   30% 

Newspapers: Web readership (top 150)  .69  426         98   52% 

Blog readership (top 150)    .65            426       100   53% 

Note: This table looks at audience concentration among newspaper readers, looking at newspaper 

readership both in print and on the World Wide Web.  For purposes of comparison, it also presents data on 

concentration among those who read Weblogs.  Although the online and offline newspaper mostly provide 

identical content, online readers are far more concentrated.  Blog readers and online newspapers mostly 

provide identical content, online readers are far more concentrated.  Blog readers and online newspaper 

readers, by contrast, have nearly identical patterns of concentration.  HHI = Hirschman-Herfindahl Index. 

 

Table 2. Newspaper Audiences, Online and Off (Hindman's 2005 data) 
Note. From ―Diversity online and offline.‖ by M. Hindman, 2007, In P.M. Napoli (Ed.), Media diversity 

and localism: Meaning and metrics. pp. 327-347). Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

 

 As Table 2 shows, Hindman found that online newspaper readers have a higher 

exposure concentration than do offline newspaper readers.  For the sake of comparing 

newspapers to arguably our most important new media form that originated on the 

Internet, blogs, Hindman shows that concentration of audience exposure is also greater 

for blogs than it is for offline or online newspapers.  This indicates that overall audience 
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exposure for newer media format on the Internet has become more and more 

concentrated. 

6.2 Results 

 Table 3 below contains the data I collected in April of 2010 by replicating the 

newspaper portion Hindman's study (see his results above in Table 2) using data available 

from the Audit Bureau of Circulations for offline newspaper circulation and from my 

combined use of Alexa.com and Compete.com for online newspaper traffic data.  Again, 

I did not collect data about blogs as Hindman‗s data in Table 2 shows. 

 

Table 3: Newspaper Audiences, Online and Off (April, 2010) 

 
      Gini Coefficient    HHI  Noam Index  Top 10 

 

Newspapers: Print circulation (top 150)  .44     182         38   32% 

Newspapers: Web readership (top 150)  .66     494          102  59% 

Note: This table reveals my findings from my measurement of audience concentration among offline and 

online newspaper readers.  The print circulation figures reflect exposure diversity based on the average 

daily circulation (according to data collected from the Audit Bureau of Circulations in May of 2010) of the 

150 most read daily US newspapers. The web readership figures reflect exposure diversity across the top 

150 most read US daily newspapers based on total monthly pageviews for each newspaper in the sample 

during April of 2010.  For the purposes of this study I did not assess the audience exposure concentration 

for online blogs nor for other media formats as Hindman did. 

 

6.3 Discussion 

 These results confirm my hypothesis that for each metric—the Gini-Coefficient, the 

Herfindahl Hirschman Index, and the Noam Index—online audience exposure diversity is 

significantly higher than offline audience exposure diversity.  Furthermore, these 

differences between the audience exposure diversity for offline vs. online newspapers are 

very similar to the differences that Hindman found in 2005 (see Table 3 for Hindman‘s 

data).  The Gini Coefficient for online newspapers based on total monthly pageviews in 

April 2010 is 50% greater than the Gini Coefficient computed for offline newspapers 
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(0.66 vs. 0.44) from data collected for roughly the same time period.  The HHI computed 

for online newspapers is more than 250% higher than it is for offline newspapers (494 vs. 

182).  And the Noam Index for online newspapers is also more than 250% greater than 

the corresponding measure for the concentration of audiences for traditional newspapers 

(102 vs. 38). 

 It is important to note here that these raw numbers only have meaning in the 

comparison between offline and online newspapers.  For example, my finding of a 494 

HHI score for online newspapers in 2010 does not by itself indicate excessive 

concentration in the newspaper marketplace.  However, comparing this score to the HHI 

score for the concentration of readership for offline newspapers shows a significant 

increase in the concentration of online newspaper audiences compared to the 

concentration of audiences for offline newspapers.  For each concentration/diversity 

metric, this comparison reveals significantly decreased audience exposure diversity for 

online vs. offline newspapers.   

 Because the data collected for this study reveals no apparent significant change in 

that the gap between offline and online exposure diversity for newspapers compared to 

Hindman‘s data collected in 2005, this indicates that the tendency for online audiences to, 

on the aggregate, gravitate towards a more concentrated set of information sources online 

has not changed.  Given this evidence that greater online audience exposure to 

newspapers remains high along with known declines in the source diversity of 

newspapers available in the market over the 5 year time period between studies, these 

findings provide evidence that the concentration of newspaper sources accessed by online 

audiences has increased during this time period.  
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 As a departure from the approach Hindman took in his study, my singular focus on 

exposure diversity for online vs. offline newspaper journalism reflects my normative 

contention that the public service function of newspapers is extraordinary over and above 

other forms of media.  Whereas Hindman‘s study points more generally to the way that 

online access to mass media outlets as a whole follow a more imbalanced power law 

distribution online than offline, my argument is that this loss in exposure diversity is of 

particular concern for a newspaper industry that is both the most vital format for public 

affairs media we have just as newspaper organizations are also more threatened 

economically by developments in the new media environment than any other kinds of 

major media organizations. 

 These developments reflect a series of changes in online news readership behaviors 

and trends that may have significant implications the needs citizens have for a democratic 

system of media.  For example, we can consider that before the diffusion of the Internet 

and still today for some people, the most frequently read daily broadsheet newspaper 

would typically be from a local community.  Although large newspapers such as the New 

York Times or USA Today have long been available on newsstands in many parts of the 

country, before the Internet changed the rules most newspapers from outside one‘s 

immediate community were highly inaccessible.  While the Internet now enables easy 

access to all national newspapers, evidence of lower diversity in the newspapers accessed 

online versus offline suggests that online readers are disproportionately reading major, 

non-local newspapers such as the New York Times and the Washington Post.  This 

suggests that online newspaper readers are generally more likely to read prominent 

newspapers either in addition to or instead of smaller local newspapers.  While such 
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developments are not surprising given the easier access the Internet provides to all 

nationwide newspapers, these findings nevertheless give substance and salience to the 

notion that we should question the conventional wisdom that the Internet has the effect of 

making our media landscape more democratic.   

 There are additional problems with the comparatively greater concentration in the 

sources of newspaper journalism that are accessed online.  For one, these developments 

may indicate a trend in which online newspaper users have become less likely than 

offline readers to seek out authoritative information about important events and issues in 

their own city and state.  Furthermore, as newspapers—especially smaller ones—

continue to struggle economically, we might expect them to turn increasingly to 

―outsourced‖ journalism.  That is, if individual newspapers continue to be forced to cut 

journalistic staff, they might become increasingly likely to use reports from newswire 

services such as the Associated Press or Reuters as stand-ins for work that in the past 

would have been done by journalists they had employed themselves.  Such a 

development could lead newspaper organizations that are independent in name to become 

even more similar to one another in content.  If we consider the present and future 

implications of these developments overall for the newspaper market, the evidence and 

implications of declining exposure diversity for online newspapers suggests that one of 

the indirect and unintended impacts of the Internet as a market force could be to facilitate 

a shift toward greater concentration in the available sources of public affairs information 

in the future such that already powerful voices may become more powerful.   

 What are the implications of this evidence indicating that the Internet may facilitate 

a shift toward greater concentration in our sources of media?  Baker (2009a) provides a 
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major part of the answer, citing four unique ―benefits of ownership dispersal‖ and ―the 

various safeguards it creates for democracy‖ (p. 655) that can help us to recognize why 

diversity in the sources of newspaper journalism might be important.  First, he writes that 

there are heightened risks of abuse of ―demagogic power‖ that come with increased 

media concentration and thus, that a good institutional design for the media system 

should be regulated toward avoiding these risks that can come from excessive 

concentration.  Secondly, Baker says that the dispersal of ownership puts a greater 

number of people into decision-making power for what goes into the journalism created 

in the mass media, noting that ―more people with this authority can translate into greater 

watchfulness from a broader range of perspectives which can offer different insights into 

potential problems‖ (p. 655).  Thirdly, Baker writes of the reality that in any media 

system even within a democratic society, there are forces external to the media system 

with the potential to corrupt the process of media production.  In this sense, greater 

source diversity has the immeasurable but still clear effect of increasing the number of 

sources of media over which a potential corrupter must try to influence.  The idea of 

reducing risk—not of thinking risks can be brought to zero—acknowledges too that there 

will always be threats of corruption and yet a wide dispersal of ownership of media 

sources has the effect of mitigating the potential degree of damage that any individual 

corrupters can create. And fourthly, Baker notes that in an increasingly concentrated 

media system, there are intensified threats for conflicts of interest between media 

organizations and their business relationships.  When these conflicts of interest increase 

through mergers and other developments that lead to fewer independent sources of 

media, incentives to maintain journalistic integrity decline as the interests of the media 
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owners and their business partners can become excessively intertwined. 

 The nature of newspaper journalism is that many independent commercial 

newspapers will at times present issues, facts, and perspectives that are essentially the 

same or similar as the coverage provided by other newspapers.  In this sense, some might 

question one of the main assumptions driving this study: that the most important kind of 

diversity for the public interest is structural source diversity in the sources of public 

affairs.  Wouldn‘t it make more sense, say, to instead assess media viewpoint diversity or 

diversity in the issues covered?  There are several reasons why it is the right choice to 

assess media diversity structurally.  First, Baker‘s discussion of the problems with 

concentrated media power that I reviewed above speaks to the structural reasons why it is 

important not to move toward greater concentration in the media marketplace.  Increasing 

concentration of media power is, in itself, problematic for the interests of having sources 

of media willing and able to effectively monitor the powerful in government and the 

private sector.  Indeed, although large media sources will often present ―both sides‖ of an 

issue in their reporting, a structurally diverse media system will ostensibly lead to an 

ample presentation of different sides of a story while at the same time mitigating the 

strength of powerful influences and conflicts of interests that become more likely in a 

concentrated system of media.  Moreover, there are numerous issues about which 

viewpoint diversity should not be considered a valued outcome anyway.  For instance, 

stories about smoking should not rationally consider the benefits of smoking.  And 

finally, it is important to note that the existence of similar facts across independent media 

sources can be important in the sense that news and journalism involve the assessment of 

these facts.  That is, if different sources of journalism arrive independently at a similar set 
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of facts and conclusions about some topic or event, such a result provides evidence of the 

validity of such facts and conclusions.   

 Given that the premise of my study assumes the vital normative importance of 

newspaper journalism to the evolving media environment, a limitation of my study is that 

I cannot account for the true potential for new media technologies and communication 

uses of these technologies to enhance democracy.  Rather, these are open questions and 

even as newspapers fall further into crisis, it may be possible that person by person, blog 

by blog, and hyperlink by hyperlink the networked information economy—including a 

weakened but still surviving newspaper industry—can indeed help to produce the 

communicative conditions necessary to enable an improved or at least equally sound 

networked public sphere.  However, the perspective driving this study is that it is 

important to proceed cautiously as we continue to replace our former system of media 

with a new one that may or may not be truly more democratic. 

 To get closer to finding answers to these unanswered questions, future research in 

this area could explore qualitative analysis in the blogosphere towards understanding 

whether or not rational deliberation is sufficiently enacted on an aggregate scale through 

discursive practices that start there.  Furthermore, it would be necessary to more 

thoroughly assess the ongoing concentration of economic power that continues to have 

such a major presence in the new media environment.  The basic changes in readership 

distributions for online media that Hindman and I each found, however, present 

significant challenges to researchers who might argue that the Web‘s inherent 

hypothetical potential to the produce the conditions necessary for an enhanced public 

sphere can be realized.  Furthermore, regardless of what the communication conditions 
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might be in the blogosphere, there is strong evidence suggesting that without a robust and 

diverse newspaper press our democratic interests may suffer. 

 Because behavioral and prior restraint interventions contradict first amendment 

principles, little to nothing can be done to encourage greater exposure diversity among 

online readers.  Thus, the appropriate place for government intervention, if any, lies in 

some combination of privately funded and legislative efforts that might enhance or at 

least preserve source diversity in the media marketplace.  That is, diversity ―as received‖ 

(McQuail, 1992) by audiences cannot be regulated, but steps can be taken to preserve 

meaningful diversity ―as sent‖ by media outlets at the source level.  But what should this 

mean operationally?  The theories and evidence collected for this study support the 

argument that such should be directed at neutralizing ownership concentration and the 

power of large media enterprises and promoting diversity in our available press sources.  

The findings in this paper could be useful to regulators seeking to better understand the 

complex issues in play when it comes to promoting meaningful diversity in the 

marketplace of ideas without unnecessarily overreaching to regulate structures that do not 

call for it.  For example, a novel suggestion deriving from the discussion and results in 

this study might be that instead of regulating the entire media ownership structure, 

regulators could consider narrowly directing their efforts exclusively at the newspaper 

industry in the interests of preserving diversity in our sources of newspaper journalism.   

7. Conclusion 

7.1 The future of online newspaper journalism 

 Shirky (2009a) argues that much like the period of tumult that followed the 

introduction of the printing press hundreds of years ago, a period of uncertainty should be 
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similarly expected during a gradual process for discovering new mechanisms for 

democratic communication in the new media environment.  He points to Eisenstein‘s 

(1979) historical assessment of the century following the introduction of the printing 

press as a period of extraordinary social upheaval.  People who had become accustomed 

to the Catholic Church as the supreme source of knowledge about their social world 

before the printing press arrived struggled with the new knowledge that was suddenly 

much more accessible in mass produced text than ever before.  

 Shirky, who acknowledges that the lack of adequate sources of funding for 

newspaper journalism is a significant problem for democracy, nevertheless argues that 

there is nothing that can be done to save the traditional model for newspaper.   Instead, he 

argues that we are undergoing a revolution that requires patience as we go somewhat 

aimlessly through a period in which the viability of original professional journalism 

organizations continues to weaken.  He writes: 

That is what real revolutions are like. The old stuff gets broken faster than 

the new stuff is put in its place. The importance of any given experiment 

isn‘t apparent at the moment it appears; big changes stall, small changes 

spread. Even the revolutionaries can‘t predict what will happen. 

Agreements on all sides that core institutions must be protected are 

rendered meaningless by the very people doing the agreeing...  Ancient 

social bargains, once disrupted, can neither be mended nor quickly 

replaced, since any such bargain takes decades to solidify (para. 16). 

Shirky goes on to highlight Eisenstein's finding that various experiments with the new 

printing press after its invention, such as the shrinking of books, were at first not 

recognized for the significance they would eventually have towards enabling change in 

literacy, media and then culturally and for democracy.  Along similar lines then, he 

suggests that trial and error experimentation of new original journalism endeavors might 

lead us to a more divided set of industries, media formats, and human efforts to fulfill the 
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traditional role of newspapers.  As a hypothetical illustration of this idea, he suggests that 

instead of having a newspaper journalism industry which offers what Jones (2009) says is 

now about 85% of the total iron core of our accountability journalism, perhaps the 

success of 5 different unique experiments in journalistic practice could each do 17% of 

the same work as newspapers and thus, collectively fill the role that newspapers have 

historically.  His idea here then, in its most basic form, is that a new model to support the 

production of original journalism that adequately serves the press function might develop 

that works as well as the traditional model even as it may look completely different. 

 Perhaps Shirky is correct that a necessary transition period must happen in which 

old newspaper organizations continue to struggle and fail while we wait for newer kinds 

of media forms to take over what is being lost.  But it remains a concern today that 

certain forces of economic power in our modern media system are seemingly at odds with 

the interests of a press system developing that will adequately serve the needs of citizens.  

Furthermore, one of the major differences in our modern world compared to the 15
th

 

century when the printing press was introduced is that we have developed the scientific 

and governmental structures necessary to identify the possible causes and solutions for 

developments that appear to have negative implications for democracy.  Thus, it is would 

be prudent for policymakers to revisit some of the same issues they addressed when they 

passed the Telecommunications Act of 1996, but now with much more information than 

they had before about the impact the Internet has had on society. 

 The ―Newspaper Revitalization Act‖ of 2009, a bill that US Senator Benjamin 

Cardin (D-MD) introduced which eventually died in committee, proposed an idea to 

allow newspapers to become non-profit organizations.  While this notion may not sit well 
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with those who believe in the marketplace as our best mechanism for innovation in any 

industry, it may provide at least a part of an answer for the kinds of changes that might 

improve the prospects for newspapers if nothing changes in the economic conditions for 

operating a newspaper today.  Related to this notion, some have proposed that 

newspapers could eventually be structured as low-profit limited liability companies (or 

L3Cs) (Pal, 2009).  This business structure, which is currently permitted in several US 

states but not on the federal level, allows for companies to receive low- or no-interest 

funding from private foundations as long as their social mission supersedes their financial 

mission.  There are a few news organizations that have adopted this model but, as Duros 

(2009) writes, the restructuring of newspapers as L3Cs across the country is dependent on 

the passage of new federal laws. 

7.2 Preserving robustness and diversity in newspaper journalism 

 Starting with the massive diffusion of personal computers into US homes during the 

1980s, on to the commercial introduction of the World Wide Web during the 1990s, and 

through the explosion of advancements in communications technology including 

computer hardware and broadband speeds in the 20
th

 century, the United States has seen a 

momentous shift in the past few decades in the types of organizations that consumers 

give most of their money for satisfying their information and communication needs.  A 

news consumer in the 1970s, 80s, and into the 90s would have commonly paid a 

newspaper organization directly for access to news; this demand in itself made 

newspapers an effective advertising tool and profitable marketplace.  But once it became 

clear that ownership of a computer and an Internet connection would buy access to most 

newspaper content, the perceived need to pay for that newspaper content diminished. 
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 Apple Inc. has grown remarkable wealth through its development of superior 

computer hardware.  Comcast, Inc. has leveraged the diffusion of high demand for 

Internet service to achieve their place as the leader among Internet service providers in 

the United States (DSLreports.com, 2010).  Google Inc. currently holds a 63% market 

share for its Internet search engine (Ratliff, 2010).  And as arguably the greatest long-

term success story of all in the information age thus far, Microsoft Corp‘s series of 

Windows products holds an extraordinary 92.2% of the market share for computer 

operating systems (Keizer, 2010).  During the Internet revolution, a series of relatively 

young technology companies have thus succeeded in achieving a highly inordinate 

advantage over traditional owners of media production companies how technological 

changes have enabled new means and trends in communication reception, transmission, 

and exchange..  One might even go so far as to suggest that much of the wealth of these 

corporations has been built on the backs of cultural producers who play the most basic 

role in facilitating the information and communication needs of citizens. 

 Negroponte's (1995) idea that micropayments might be the way forward for 

preserving newspaper journalism that has long been considered but never meaningfully 

implemented once again has new life today.  Google is now reportedly adopting a 

mechanism that they hope will allow newspapers to receive micropayments from readers 

for viewing their content (Sullivan, 2010).  Hypothetically speaking then, the 2 billion 

monthly page views that online newspapers received in the first quarter of 2010 

(Newspaper National Network, 2010) illustrate the potential benefits for newspapers of 

even the tiniest of per article payments for news content.  But as yet it is unclear in what 

ways and to what extent online newspaper consumption trends change when content is 
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not all or at least mostly free. 

 Evidence from trial runs by organizations like the New York Times have 

demonstrated the difficulty faced by pay models for online newspaper reading (Pérez-

Peńa, 2007).  The fact that online newspapers are still almost universally free to readers 

indicates that newspaper organizations must not be very optimistic about the prospects of 

fee-based online newspapers.  And Shirky (2009b) suggests that such a ―walled garden‖ 

approach to media economics will not work for newspapers the way it has for music and 

podcasts via the iTunes format due to factors that are inherently unique to use of the 

music/podcast format versus written news content. 

 The remarkable growth of technology companies in the Internet Age at the same 

time that newspaper organizations continue to struggle or fail provides a stark contrast in 

fortunes which reminds us that the money that media consumers once paid for access to 

content now increasingly goes to the companies producing the technologies that help to 

deliver content.  Media consumers are already paying proportionally more for the 

equipment and services needed to access information online than they did decades ago 

for access to the daily newspaper and the basic forms of broadcast media.  Could it be 

then that instead of expecting consumers to pay more for access to content, part of the 

solution for the sustainability of newspapers lies in interventions that would require 

technology companies to pay for the newspaper content that online users are consuming 

in increasingly greater numbers?  This question, while likely to be met with considerable 

resistance, deserves attention in future research and policy circles.  As the basis for 

supporting such a proposal, Netanel (2008) points to the example that Google generates 

advertising revenue from its use of headlines and brief portions of content from 
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newspapers on its Google News site.  Efforts to better enforce copyright for newspaper 

journalists could result in requirements for companies like Google to better remunerate 

the producers of newspaper journalism.  While the copyright system brings potential 

problems with it too, perhaps the newspaper industry presents a rare place in which 

intelligent copyright enforcement could become another part of the solution. 

 Media owners make market-based decisions based on economic realities.  With 

newspapers essentially becoming niche products in the media market today with their 

shrinking number of paying offline readers, the incentives that media companies have for 

funding print journalism (or for their television news programming, for that matter) 

mostly come from the social esteem that is afforded those who practice serious 

journalism.  Clearly, for example, networks such as NBC benefit from the reputational 

benefits of having a respected news organization.  But even respected newspaper 

institutions such as the New York Times have faced economic challenges that are not 

being solved through market-based solutions.  And these institutions themselves have 

only so much ability—both financially and technologically—to enact the kinds of 

innovations that would lead to solutions for their challenges.  Absent government 

interventions that we cannot expect will happen, a significant part of potential solutions 

will need to derive, in large part, from the same people—researchers and developers—

who drove the creation of the technology that has become the basis of the economic 

conditions of the networked information economy.  To some degree, funding for the 

development of new journalistic strategies has come from wealthy benefactors and the 

extent to which such efforts can make a difference will explain an important part of how 

the information landscape of the future will develop.  But it remains to be seen whether 
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such private interventions can do enough on their own, without broader governmental 

interventions, to enable the development of a new infrastructure for the kind of press 

system that citizens need. 

 The idea that the media environment is an ecology means that our various media 

formats are interdependent of one another.  Jones‘s (2009) argument that newspaper 

journalism is the food for democracy suggests that within this interdependency 

newspapers are the most important element.   Thus, we still need a well-funded structure 

for the kind of industry and organizations that can produce the unparalleled brand of 

original journalism that has long been the domain of newspapers.  Without it we are truly 

abandoning the very roots of our democracy that are grounded in the First Amendment. 
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Appendix A: Top 150 offline newspapers 

 

Offline newspaper 

Avg. daily 

circulation 

figures, 

2010* 

Rank 

USA Today 2259847 1 

Wall Street Journal 1701067 2 

New York Times 1000582 3 

Los Angeles Times 783682 4 

Washington Post 629886 5 

Daily News – NY 555309 6 

Chicago Tribune 539290 7 

New York Post 482992 8 

Houston Chronicle 395982 9 

Newsday – NY 364261 10 

Arizona Republic 362907 11 

San Francisco Chronicle 358101 12 

Dallas Morning News 345885 13 

Boston Globe 335398 14 

Star Tribune 328860 15 

Detroit Free Press 328125 16 

Newark Star-Ledger 322675 17 

Philadelphia Inquirer 319035 18 

Chicago Sun-Times 292113 19 

Plain Dealer 286934 20 

San Diego Union Tribune 286115 21 

Oregonian 283528 22 

St. Petersburg Times 275373 23 

Sacramento Bee 263223 24 

Atlanta Journal-

Constitution 262785 25 

Miami Herald, El Nuevo 

Herald 261472 26 

Indianapolis Star 248090 27 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 247612 28 

Kansas City Star 236832 29 

Orange County Register 233999 30 

Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel 225869 31 

Columbus Dispatch 222122 32 

San Jose Mercury News 221585 33 

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 218024 34 

Orlando Sentinel 217696 35 

Seattle Times 216795 36 

Baltimore Sun 210219 37 

Charlotte Observer 207487 38 

Fort Worth Star-Telegram 202661 39 

Cincinnati Enquirer 196569 40 

St. Paul Pioneer Press 192423 41 

South Florida Sun-

Sentinel 190300 42 

 

Offline newspaper 

Avg. daily 

circulation 

figures, 

2010* 

Rank 

El Nuevo Día 188742 43 

Arkansas Democrat 

Gazette 187699 44 

Courier-Journal 186210 45 

Buffalo News 184299 46 

Contra Costa Times 178586 47 

Virginian-Pilot 176500 48 

Times-Picayune 173030 49 

Las Vegas Review-

Journal 171115 50 

San Antonio Express-

News 170305 51 

Tribune-Review 169158 52 

Detroit News 168064 53 

Hartford Courant 167052 54 

Tampa Tribune 166691 55 

Richmond Times-

Dispatch 165500 56 

Record (Hackensack, 

New Jersey) 161199 57 

Omaha World-Herald 160141 58 

Denver Post 156122 59 

Oklahoman 153920 60 

News & Observer 146264 61 

Boston Herald 146222 62 

Austin American-

Statesman 145472 63 

Nashville Tennessean 144456 64 

Fresno Bee 142550 65 

Democrat And Chronicle 141090 66 

Press-Enterprise 

(Riverside, CA) 140675 67 

Palm Beach Post 137824 68 

Birmingham News 136839 69 

Des Moines Register 136627 70 

Daily Herald (Arlington 

Heights, IL) 134022 71 

Honolulu Star Advertiser 132455 72 

Commercial Appeal 129840 73 

Florida Times-Union 129163 74 

Asbury Park Press 128856 75 

Providence Journal 128130 76 

Primera Hora (Puerto 

Rico) 121690 77 

Tulsa World 117762 78 

Dayton Daily News 115740 79 
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Offline newspaper 

Avg. daily 

circulation 

figures, 

2010* 

Circ. 

Rank 

Grand Rapids Press 115429 80 

Akron Beacon Journal, 

Sunday Akron Journal 113160 81 

Syracuse Post-Standard 112636 82 

Daily News – LA 109440 83 

Blade – Toledo, OH 108610 84 

Knoxville News Sentinel 105953 85 

Arizona Daily Star, 

Tucson Citizen 105666 86 

Salt Lake Tribune 102183 87 

Press-Register – 

Southwest Alabama 100526 88 

Journal News – Lower 

Hudson Valley 100207 89 

Albuquerque Journal 99753 90 

The State –  

Columbia, SC 99026 91 

Morning Call – 

Allentown, PA 98663 92 

Advocate – Baton Rouge, 

LA 96885 93 

Patriot-News – PA 96568 94 

Philadelphia Daily News 94367 95 

News Journal  – DE 93175 96 

Treasure Coast 

Newspapers – FL 93157 97 

Post And Courier – 

Charleston, SC 92511 98 

News Tribune – Tacoma, 

WA 92382 99 

Lexington Herald-Leader 91817 100 

Times Union – Albany, 

NY 90959 101 

Wisconsin State Journal 90781 102 

Spokesman-Review 90317 103 

Oakland Tribune 90224 104 

Wichita Eagle 87343 105 

La Opinión 87176 106 

Republican – Springfield, 

MA 86271 107 

Roanoke Times 84061 108 

Daytona Beach News-

Journal 83779 109 

News & Record – 

Greensboro, NC 82287 110 

Telegram & Gazette – 

Worcester, MA 82180 111 

Sarasota Herald-Tribune 82143 112 

Lancaster New Era, 

Intelligencer Journal 82035 113 

Offline newspaper 

Avg. daily 

circulation 

figures, 

2010* 

Circ. 

Rank 

Times of Northwest 

Indiana 81639 114 

Daily Press – Newport 

News, VA 80432 115 

North County Times -- 

CA 79348 116 

Press-Telegram – Long 

Beach, CA 78138 117 

News-Press – Fort Myers, 

FL 77513 118 

Ventura County Star 77241 119 

Gazette – Colorado 

Springs 77020 120 

Washington Times 75930 121 

Flint Journal 75519 122 

Chattanooga Times Free 

Press 75112 123 

Lincoln Journal Star 73635 124 

Winston-Salem Journal 73206 125 

Clarion-Ledger 72193 126 

Greenville News 71774 127 

Journal Gazette News 

Sentinel (Forth Wayne) 70602 128 

Florida Today 70308 129 

Portland Press Herald 69780 130 

El Nuevo Herald 69476 131 

South Bend Tribune 69075 132 

El Paso Times 68694 133 

Times Herald-Record 67367 134 

Press Democrat 67087 135 

Modesto Bee 66017 136 

Press of Atlantic City 65943 137 

New Haven Register 65303 138 

Connecticut Post 64503 139 

Deseret News 64405 140 

Journal Star – Peoria, IL 63638 141 

Augusta Chronicle 63551 142 

Charleston Gazette, 

Charleston Daily Mail 62513 143 

Repository – Canton, OH 61608 144 

Ledger – Lakeland, FL 61164 145 

Evansville Courier & 

Press 59202 146 

Gazette – Cedar Rapids 58925 147 

Reading Eagle 58486 148 

Idaho Statesman 58000 149 

Erie Times-News 57849 150 
*Note: Includes most recent available data for each 

newspaper for a 1 year period during parts of 2008 and 2009
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Appendix B: Top 150 online newspapers 

 

Online newspaper site 

 

Total 

monthly 

pageviews, 

April 2010 

Circ. 

Rank 

nytimes.com 84745066 1 

usatoday.com 70900043 2 

wsj.com 25727203 3 

washingtonpost.com 24115355 4 

boston.com 23124703 5 

latimes.com 20587815 6 

nydailynews.com 13178215 7 

sfgate.com 13018270 8 

nypost.com 10692513 9 

chicagotribune.com 8997578 10 

philly.com 8573147 11 

nj.com 7864659 12 

ajc.com 7191545 13 

azcentral.com 7077092 14 

nwsource.com 6719390 15 

startribune.com 6028740 16 

suntimes.com 5869403 17 

mlive.com 5775433 18 

chron.com 5559984 19 

dallasnews.com 5546280 20 

post-gazette.com 5054495 21 

denverpost.com 4974399 22 

freep.com 4911542 23 

jsonline.com 4891078 24 

bostonherald.com 4848736 25 

oregonlive.com 4493232 26 

stltoday.com 4301351 27 

seattlepi.com 4140800 28 

cleveland.com 4119264 29 

orlandosentinel.com 4097317 30 

al.com 3935068 31 

mercurynews.com 3907691 32 

miamiherald.com 3750221 33 

washingtontimes.com 3728924 34 

baltimoresun.com 3659879 35 

detnews.com 3585037 36 

Online newspaper site 

Total 

monthly 

pageviews, 

April 2010 

Circ. 

Rank 

kansascity.com 3083356 37 

signonsandiego.com 2808735 38 

indystar.com 2790848 39 

sun-sentinel.com 2770376 40 

tampabay.com 2697990 41 

thehill.com 2650807 42 

sacbee.com 2639187 43 

csmonitor.com 2631552 44 

ocregister.com 2571164 45 

cincinnati.com 2474933 46 

pittsburghlive.com 2281761 47 

courant.com 2167856 48 

madison.com/wsj 2166654 49 

sltrib.com 2094441 50 

newsday.com 2014883 51 

deseretnews.com 1963716 52 

buffalonews.com 1952722 53 

syracuse.com 1912418 54 

masslive.com 1910693 55 

star-telegram.com 1813703 56 

mysanantonio.com 1745732 57 

app.com 1727794 58 

timesunion.com 1700504 59 

palmbeachpost.com 1676717 60 

daytondailynews.com 1669777 61 

desmoinesregister.com 1667833 62 

lvrj.com 1622981 63 

twincities.com 1579881 64 

knoxnews.com 1578217 65 

projo.com 1552750 66 

tennessean.com 1535521 67 

dailyherald.com 1492262 68 

greenbaypressgazette.com 1481542 69 

omaha.com 1439968 70 

statesman.com 1423730 71 

azstarnet.com 1416869 72 
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Online newspaper site 

Total 

monthly 

pageviews, 

April 2010 

Rank 

kentucky.com 1396195 73 

honoluluadvertiser.com 1393951 74 

northjersey.com 1311752 75 

newsok.com 1298668 76 

pressdemocrat.com 1278272 77 

newsobserver.com 1265618 78 

delawareonline.com 1260319 79 

southbendtribune.com 1256908 80 

adn.com 1248136 81 

mcall.com 1218333 82 

dispatch.com 1217705 83 

dailynews.com 1211796 84 

timesdispatch.com 1157887 85 

jacksonville.com 1142935 86 

thestate.com 1073659 87 

thenewstribune.com 1069819 88 

kansas.com 1069039 89 

theledger.com 1031809 90 

timesleader.com 1011408 91 

lasvegassun.com 973468 92 

telegram.com 972502 93 

journalstar.com 948919 94 

pe.com 940236 95 

nwitimes.com 929552 96 

ohio.com 889959 97 

floridatoday.com 882501 98 

cjonline.com 876343 99 

roanoke.com 868165 100 

readingeagle.com 865709 101 

unionleader.com 859043 102 

contracostatimes.com 853565 103 

clarionledger.com 838434 104 

democratandchronicle.com 817129 105 

wvgazette.com 809894 106 

courierpress.com 796656 107 

phillyburbs.com 787143 108 

sj-r.com 778027 109 

registerguard.com 743628 110 

tallahassee.com 742214 111 

 

Online newspaper site 

Total 

monthly 

pageviews, 

April 2010 

Rank 

dailypress.com 737071 112 

commercialappeal.com 730243 113 

fosters.com 729687 114 

spokesman.com 728306 115 

pantagraph.com 726036 116 

news-leader.com 714480 117 

argusleader.com 710588 118 

bellinghamherald.com 694076 119 

gazette.com 689777 120 

macon.com 676633 121 

columbiatribune.com 665314 122 

tcpalm.com 663677 123 

eastvalleytribune.com 663116 124 

news-press.com 661945 125 

ljworld.com 661128 126 

courierpostonline.com 660367 127 

naplesnews.com 659069 128 

greenvilleonline.com 658767 129 

dailyrecord.com 657830 130 

heraldnet.com 654402 131 

duluthnewstribune.com 640391 132 

news-record.com 639730 133 

elpasotimes.com 631267 134 

starbulletin.com 628453 135 

redding.com 628135 136 

nctimes.com 627943 137 

arkansasonline.com 627369 138 

pilotonline.com 607902 139 

vcstar.com 597670 140 

2theadvocate 588707 141 

pressofatlanticcity.com 573494 142 

theday.com 563730 143 

onlineathens.com 563424 144 

gainesville.com 563031 145 

fredericksburg.com 555007 146 

heraldtribune.com 551485 147 

amarillo.com 545679 148 

fresnobee.com 535518 149 

ocala.com 519382 150 

 


